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ASSE1\1BLY, No. 2170 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODrCED JrXF. 21. 1984 

By Assemblyman PALAIA, Af"sfmhly"·oman (-lARYJX. Assemhlymen 

NAPLES: ROCCO, YILLAXE. DORTA. Assemblywoman MrH

LER, Assem blyme11 BEXXETT :rnd MAZFR 

Ax ACT estahfo:hiJip: a master tt:•ncher pilot probram in the De

partmC>nt of Education ai1r1 rn1~plr,merting Tith· 18_.\ of tlw 

XPw Jersey Statutes. 

1 BE IT E::-ACTEn l1y flie Se11afp a11rl Oe11eral Asseiillily of the State 

2 of Neu: Jrrsey: 

1 1. This act shall he know1, mid may lw <'ite><l as thP ")faster 

2 Teacher Pilot Program Ad." 

1 2. The LegislaturP :firnh: and declares that: 

2 a: Attracti1:p: and rc,ta11;i11f" the mm:t able in<liYiduals to the pro-

3 fessioJJ of teacl1ing is critical to thP future welfare of our Sta 1 e 

4 and its citizens. 

5 b. A system of !'f'Y,arJing tea<'hen- for rPro.~nizecl ex<'elle11N' 

G should proYide compl'nsatioll to the mo8t talented teachers. 

, c. In e<lucatioll~ ar,: in other professiom:. 11ew practitioners and 

8 others ,Yishing to up~rade their skills ca11 benefit from workiug-

9 with the best in their profession. 

10 d. A master teacher program may be mi additional means of 

11 attracting and maintaining outstm1ding indiYiduals in the tea<'hing-

12 professioli nnd of rewardhg- thost> ,~·ho ex<'cl. 

1 3. The Commissioner of Education sha 11 a:rpoint a commissio11 

2 to select fiw school districts h1 the State to participatr in a threr 

3 year master teacher pilot prop-ram conunencin~ 011 July 1, 19S5. 

4 Er.ch school distric-t selected hy the conrn1ission may nominatf' 

5 up to 57c. hut no: less than 2~c i of its te:~chers to participate in 

6 the master tearher prop:ram. Xomiuatiom may be made hy teac-lwr1-. 
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a<l111i11istrators. pare11ts. t-:tude1.ts a11d eornmm1ity Jll(•111liPr:-. Th(' 

district selection co1111J1itt('e shall i11clwk a<1rni 1 !istrator,: ai:d 

teachers witl1 a simple rnajorit~· lwin,!.!' teaC'h\·n. The local l ,o,u,1 

of education shall appron· the maskr teachC>r calldidatei' fro1:1 

the list suhmitted hy thf' district selPC'tioJJ cornrnittN•. ~ o mast Pr 

teacher program shall hE• acrepted unlPss it ha;;; l,Pe1: a1,pro,,•<l J.,· 

th\:' district selertion committee. 

4. In nominating a master tPaeher, thP district selerti01: corn

rnittee shall ehoos0" teiwher who: 

a. Has a snJH·rior k1·owlecl!c·f' of rnhject rnatt'-:'r eouplecl with 

communication skills: 

h. Has an ahility to crc,ate and to maintain an enthusiasm and 

the low for learlliJJg: 

<'. Encourages and promotes a feeling of self-worth m students: 

d. Has high expPctations for his mm pnforma11ce an<l tliat of his 

students alld motiYates students to perform at their highnt leYel: 

e. Dern011strates tJi,, al,ility to intP!'act. i;:hare. assist a11<1 sc,rn, 

as a model for the teaching profession; 

f. Has earned the respeet of pef'rs. parents aud the whole scl1ool 

community: and 

g. ContrilmtPs si;;:nificantly to the quality of life in the school. 

5. The district selection committee shall Ollly nominate as a 

master teacher n person who: 

a. Is a full-time certifirated teaching staff nwmher employed 

under the g-eneric joh desrription of a teacher and who doe:- not 

serve in a primar:· role as all eYaluator: and. 

h. Has completed at least seYell years of successful ern11loyrnn1t 

as a teacher aml has earned tenure in his district. The seYP11 year 

employnH.'1it period is not limited to one district. 

6. Pilot district,- shall select teachers by ~larcli 31 for the follo\\·

ing sC'hool ~·ear's employrn,1:t :,i' a master teaelwr. Tlw year's 

e1uploynwnt shnll i11rlud0 a 10 month contract for ref!ular tearhi11g 

responsibilities and tl1,, e(1uinllP11t of onP addition:11 month of 

(•mployrnt·llt. ThC' ~tat;, shall pay to each mastn teac]H,r ai1 addi

tiol!al $~1.tltlU.UO in :-alary for FtlC'h srl1ool year of emplo~7l1E'llt in 

th<' pilot pro!:1:nun a:- a rnastn tearhc•r. 

7. Durinp: tJ1., 10 11101;th 1wrio<1 or tlw l'f':!·111:1r srl1ool year. i11 

additiou to normal tenC'hin,.:· reseponsil1iliti;,s. the dutif's of tlw 

mastPr trarlwr slrnll include. hut not lw limited to. serYi11g a,: a 

demonstration fl]](] a helpi11[.r tParlwr to other tPachPn- i1~ the 

sC'hool. Other fl"spon;;;ihilities duri:;g tlie rf'p:ular sc-l10ol ~-f'Pr may 

i11clt1d(•. 11111 arP 1:ot lilllited tn: sen·i1ip· as a!1 arhisor to students: 

rurricuhm1 anal:·:.:i:.: and df',·,·loprn<•nt: and arh·i~i11p- and assisting 

new teachers. 
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1 8. During the eleYenth rno11th of the contrart. the respom:ihilitic·~ 

2 of the master teacher shall relate to the improYement of eJuc-atimial 

3 programs and instructional quality. These res1)onsihilitie1- may 

4 includei but are Hot limited to: 

5 a. Reading in his suhject field; 

6 b. Conducting research; 

7 c. Counseling and adYising students; 

8 d. Conducting workshops for other teachers; 

9 e. Analyzing a1id dew loping curriculum: 

10 f. Counseling other teachers; and, 

11 g. Participating or instructing in the Academy for the Adrn11re-

12 ment of Teaching and ~Ianagement. 

1 9. Six months prior to tlw expiration of the master teacher pilot 

2 program, the commissioner shall evaluate the prog-ram and report 

3 his conclm:iorn~ and recommendatiom on its continuation or ex-

4 tension to the Gowrnor and the Legislature. 

1 10. The State Board of Education shall adopt rules and regula-

2 tions in accordance with the ''Adrninistratiw Procf'dure Act," P. L. 

3 1968. c. 410 ( C. 52 :14B-1 et seq.) to effectuate the purposes of 

4 this act. 

1 11. This act shall take effect immediately. 

STATE~IEXT 

Attracti11g 811(1 retainiug the most able i11diYiduals to the pro

fession of teaching and eucouraging the best teachers to share 

their knowledge aud skill with co1leagues are central to the im

pronment of pulJ!ic education in Xew Jersey. To foster these 

objectiws. this bill estahlishe:- a three year master teacher pilot 

program. 

17ncler the hill's proYisions, the Commissiouer of Educatioll is 

to appoint a commissioll to sf'lect fiye school districts to participate 

in the pilot program. Each of the districts may nomi11ate up to 

57c, but not less than 2~~~ of its teachers to participate in the 

program. Selectio11s are to be madP hy March 31st for the following 

school year. In addition to regular teachi11g responsibilities, some 

of the duties of the master teacher are to include serYing as a 

demonstratioii and helping teacher to other teachers in the school; 

serYiug as an adYisor to students; working on curriculum analysis 

and deYelopment: am! assisti11g lle"- teachers. 

"Cutler the bill's proYisions, the State is to pa)· each mastn 

teacher an additim1al $3.000.00 i11 salary for each school year 

of employment ill the pilot prograrn. 



ASSBMBL~ MII.DRED BARRY GARVIN (Olainoan) : Good 

morning. I would like to thank those of you who are here to testify on 

Assembly Bill 2170, sp::>nsored by Assemblyman Joseph Palaia. I would 

especially like to thank the Governor's Office, which is represented 

this m:>rning by w. Cary Edwards. Mr. Edwards, it is nice to see you; 

welcane to East Orange. (indicates upper-level seating area) I don't 

want to sit up there; that is the hot seat, and I don't like hot 

seats. we are going to listen to a few cornnents fran Assemblyman 

Palaia before we begin taking testirnony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN JOSEPH A. PALAIA: Thank you, Assemblywornan 

Garvin. My cornnents will be brief. we have public hearings in order 

to hear fran the public; that is what they are all about. I am anxious 

to hear what everyone has to say, not only today but also at next 

Tuesday's hearing at Monmouth College and the following Tuesaay in 

South Jersey. At that time, Assernblywanan Garvin an:3 members of the 

Assembly Education Coounittee will review conments that have been made 

and decide in which direction our constituents want us to go. My mind 

is open today, and I am m:>st anxious to hear your testimony. '!hank 

you, Assemblywoman Garvin. 

ASSEMBLYID1AN GARVIN: I would like to introduce another 

Ccmnittee member, Assemblyman Ben Mazur. We take great pride in the 

fact that, as a Committee which deals with educational issues, we 

consider ourselves the nost denocratic Ccmnittee in Trenton. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAIAIA: I second that. 

ASSEMBL'Yv0-1AN GARVIN: My colleagues fran both sides of the 

p::>litical aisle try to deal with the contents of the issues and how 

they affect children. 

John White, my aide fran the Office of Legislative Services, 

is in charge of calling the speakers in the order already ccmnitted. 

Mr. White: 

MR. WHITE: Our first witness this m:>rning will be w. cary 

Edwards, Chief Counsel to the Governor: 

If. CARY !DiAlllS: Good morning, Assemblywoman. It is particularly good 

to see you this morning. I wish you would hurry back to Trenton and 

harass ma a little m:>re. I miss your words of wisdan and your counsel 

in many circles. 



On behalf of the Governor, it is a pleasure 

irorning to tal.K about a program he feels is very 

September, 1983, when he addressed both Houses of the 

to be here this 
important. In 

Legislature and . 
laid out his blueprint for education, one of its canponents was the 

concept of the master teacher program. A Conmission was subsequently 

formed, and it has nCM issued a report. The entx:xhment of that report 

and recarmendations thereof are contained in Assembly Bill 2170, 

sponsored by Assemblyman Palaia. 

This is one of the irore difficult issues that education has 

attempted to address for decades; it is not a new concept but it is an 

inportant one. The Governor strongly believes that the concept of 

individual reward for superior performance or ability in the teachiny 

profession has been lost in the educational ccmnunity. There is a 

recognition that the teaching profession is not held in the esteem it 

should be in the State and, perhaps, the nation. 

All of us are here today because we have oeen taught by good 

teachers; what we are and what our individual abilities are is the 

result of hard work by dedicated people. To a large extent, a number 

of these teachers do not receive the recognition they so justly 

aeserve. The master teacher concept, however, goes beyond the 

reex>gni tion of quality work and quality performance that seems to be 

lacking within the nonolithic world of the teaching profession that has 

evolved over the years. The master teacher concept proposes taking 

that quality and ccmnunicating it to others in the profession, in order 

to expand the capacities of all teachers by using the capacities of 

those who are gifted and talented. 

In recognition of the need to raise the level of recognition 

of the teaching profession and the quality of the irost outstanding 

pecple in the State, the Governor recarmended a master teacher 

program. Without him or the Department of F.ducation designing the 

details, he tried to put together a Carmission, so the program would be 

effectuated in the rrost efficient way. Eadl of us has our (MO pet 

projects and pet loves in government. For nost of you, it is 

education; that is why you get involved; that is why you are on this 

Comnittee. Governor Kean sat there for the same reason. Education 



heads his list of personal priorities, likes, and desires. 'Ihe other 

day, for example, he scheduled a 30-minute meeting with Canmissioner 

Saul Cooperman to confer on educational issues; the meeting wound up 

taking four or five hours. For the Governor to sperx:i tnat amount of 

time on one of the hundreds or thousands of issues he is faced with 

indicates his dedication to education. 
In approaching the problems that face excellence in 

education, the Governor, along with Saul Cooperman and this 

Mrninistration, has not attempted to irnpose large, costly, corrplex 

solutions on the entire educational system. He has tried to see where 

the problems lie, develop a suitable program, then see whether the 

program will work before we impose it dCMn the line. Oftentimes, in 

State government, we irnpose things on the local school districts, 

municipalities, and counties. This is not unlike that. 
The Commission has recormnended and the Governor has endorsed 

this pilot program. It is a way of taking a look at an issue that is 

controversial in implementation, though not in philosophy. 'Ihe 

rewaraing of excellence in one's job is of primary consideration - and 

that concept applies to anyone involved in any kind of work, whether it 

is us in State government or you in the Legislature. I was pleased to 

have been selected as one of the 10 best legislators one year. I 

cherish that rrore than any other award I have received. Teachers feel 

the same way; yet we have no system for recognizing those gifted, 

talented professionals. 

The master teacher concept has a triple benefit. It 

recognizes the master teachers as individuals, provides an incentive to 

others, ana points out to the general public that we have excellent 

teachers with the capacities to teach our students. In short, the 

master teacher concept enhances the entire profession and the standing 

thereof. This will, in turn, enhance the classroan standing of every 

teacher in the profession. The goal, then, as we see it, is an 

important one. 

Why do we need Assembly Bill 2170? The Department of 

Education has the capacity to implement this program unilaterally; it 

is a pilot program recormnended by the Governor' s Corrrniss ion. The 

3 



issue, however, is far too important to leave to the unilateral 

judgment of the Governor or the Executive branch of government. we 

think it is fine that the State government, in its totality -- the 

Legislature, the Executive branch, the professionals within the 

Deparbnent of Education, and the Governor's Comnission -- has put the 

master teacher pilot program together aoo is giving this k.ioo of 

credibility to the public and the teachers who will be participating in 

the pilot districts. It is paranount that it not be thought of as just 

be another pilot program floating around after being implemented by 

the Deparbnent or Executive branch. That certainly would not give it 

the kind of credibility or attention we believe it deserves. 

The results of the pilot program - fran the five districts 
and teachers who will be chosen fran them - will form the basis upon 

which the Legislature and Governor will have to address the larger 

issue of the recognition of master teachers, or however you want to 

define them. This program will result, I think, in its implementation, 

maybe not exactly in the way it has been put forth in the pilot 

program, but in sud! a way that the Legislature must join with the 

education corrmunity in this State to recognize, in dollars, the 

performance aoo responsioility of our master teacners - those who are 

gifted and talented, either through sheer dedication or raw ability -

in our school systems. 

Not to have the participation of the Legislature would 

diminish and demean the quality of the goal for which we are striving. 

As a fonner legislator, I believe it is too important an issue not to 

establish for the record that the goals we are trying to achieve 

through this program are inportant, laudable, and necessary. The 

capacity of the individual school districts to implement the program 

relies on the support of not only the teachers or administrators b..lt 

also the entire education comnunity in each district. There must be a 

CXX>perative effort if we are going to properly recognize master 

teachers in a fair, just way and then use those master teachers in eadl 

district to improve and enhance the quality of education for all 

students. 

4 



We talked about noney, minimlDll salaries, teacher 

certification, am all kinds of programs; however, I knCM of nothing 

nore irnportant than keeping our best teachers in the classroom, rather 

than noving them to positions of principals, administrators, and 

business administrators -- which are the only forms of upward nobility 

they have. Keep them in the teaching system, so the product we are 

talking about -- the education of our students -- is the best we have 

to offer. This is not necessarily the case today, when the best 

teachers we have to offer often leave the classroom. They may not 

leave the world of education, but they leave the classroom. Arrl in 

sane cases, they leave the entire education cxmnunity. 

The master teacher program is a· way of providing an 

intangible award -- sariething other than just dollars -- to those 

teachers who are the best we have to of fer, to keep them in the 

classroan, working with students and other teachers, helping resolve 

particular problems. 

There is nothing the Governor feels is nore important than 

the bottan-line product we will be delivering in our educational system 

over the next two or three decades than the recognition of our master 
teachers. The Governor will fight for this program right down to the 

bottom line; he will fight anyone who q>poses it; he will fight anyone 

who wants to bureaucratize it; furthernore, he will fight anyone who 

wants to provide recognition for those who are not master teachers. I 

have talked with him extensively. During part of the four-hour 

meeting, which I mentioned earlier, I listened to him expound on this 

very principle about which he feels so strongly. 
I coounend you for having these public hearings to listen to 

what the public has to say. The issue is far nore important than the 

the Governor, the Canmissioner of F.ducation, the members of this 

F.ducation CCmnittee, or the Legislature. What we do today will forge 

a foundation of stability for the teaching profession in New Jersey. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to be here this norning 
to address an issue about which the Governor and I feel is vitally 

ircportant, am one which I knCM all of you feel is urgent, or you would 

not spend your time on these three public hearings. I will be happy to 

answer any questions you may have. 

5 



ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: '!hank you for taking the time to 

pay your respects to the legislative process. One of the problems I 

have concerns a program that has been implemented without benefit of 

the legislative process. That is a fight, as you know, toward which I 

have always had a little sensitivity. I believe things should cane 

through the legislative process, even though some things are 

administrative by nature; they receive a broader airing when they 

cane through the legislative process. Thank you for caning today. 

MR. EDWARDS: we -- I, as a former legislator, and the 

Governor - agree with you. '!hank you. 

ASSEMBLY\\OMAN GARVIN: Are there any questions? (no 

questions) 'l'hank you again. 

MR. WHITE: our next witness is Walter Troisin, Chairman of 

the Governor's COOllllission on Master Teachers: 

11\Imm TK>ISIN: Good rrorning. I appreciate the opportunity to cane 

here this rrorning. I want to thank you for allowing me to speak early 

in the program, so I can get on with my day's business. 

There are a nlBl'lber of p:>ints I would like to make about the 

COOllllission' s recorrarendation and about A-2170, which parallels our 

recoomendation. 

First, I want to re-emphasize that the master teacher program 

is a pilot program. It is an attempt of modest scope to give the 

principals a chance to measure its p:>tential effectiveness before wider 

application is made; furthermore, it is an attempt to foster teamwork 

on the part of the participants. Five districts out of 593 throughout 

the State would be allocated to participate, as I understand it, 

through the proposed legislation. 

Second, and equally inportant, the program would keep the 

good teachers in the classroom. Other forms of career advancement have 

virtually always taken people fran their professions, whether it is in 

business where, sometimes, the best toolmakers and craftspeople must 

rrove into management to get ahead, or in education where, 

traditionally, teachers have had to rrove out of the classroan to 

advance. '!he master teacher program would keep the best teachers in 

the classroan where their talents would continue to benefit the 

children. 

6 



The "eleventh rronth of errployrnent" provision was carefully 

considered by the Conmission. It would allCM master teachers to 

concentrate · their efforts tc:Mard improving the districts' educational 

and instructional programs. That, we feel, is a key point. Arrl again, 

the thrust of this recanmendation is to improve, enhance, and recognize 

excellence in education. 
A third aspect, which the canmission feels is very inportant, 

is a proposal based upon cooperation aoo teamwork: a joint ccmnission 

CXJIP)Sed of members of the boards of education, administrators, and 

teachers. It requires cooperation. while this may not be possible in 

every district, it certainly would be productive and could provide a 

rrodel for other districts where this cooperation is possible. This, we 

feel, is a very inportant -- and often missing -- aspect of our 

educational world. 
This is a teacher-centered program. It recognizes that 

lasting instructional improvement must include arx::i be guided by the 

practitioners -- the teachers themselves. Teachers would canprise the 

majority of the local selection comrnittee and woula select a master 

teacher fran arrong their colleagues. Master teachers would make 

comrni tments to the improvement of education and professional mutual 

support which is so inportant. 

Fourth and finally, the master teacher program is only one of 

several approaches aimed at improving the quality of education. Each 

approaches the aif ferent face ts of this canplex issue of educational 

quality in unique ways: the Academy for the Advancement of Teaching 

and Management that has been recanmended by the Governor; teacher 

certification reform; a minimum staring salary of $18,500; and 

reccmnended seniority regulations. Each of these approaches should be 

given the chance to derronstrate its potential effectiveness. 'Ihere is 

no single solution. The master teacher program is is only one piece of 

an orchestrated blueprint drawn up to ensure improved excellence in 

education. 

As the Chairman of tt1e Governor's Canmission, I assure you 

this was a recanmendation that was carefully crafted by representatives 

of not only business and the public but also the teaching profession. 
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Teachers made sane vecy responsible contributions to this program. we 

approached the task of developing a recamendation with our objective 

being a pilot program that had the best chance of succeeding. 

As a parent, citizen and businessman, I plead with you to do 

whatever you can to supp::>rt this program. We must recognize excellence 

in our teachers; we must provide them with the incentive to remain in 

the classroan; we nust provide the very best for our children; finally, 

we must get away fran allowing the lowest carm:m-denominator to 

determine the level of education for our children. 
Thank you vecy much. 

ASSEMBLYWU-1AN GARVIN: Thank you. Are there any questions? 

(no questions) Then I have a question and, I guess, Mr. Troisin, yoo 

have rrore knowledge than rrost people on the developnent of this bill. 

In the selection process, when we refer to the Administrative Procedure 

Act, is affirmative action included? I am referring to page 3, Section 

10, line 2. Do you know if the Administrative Procedure Act includes 
affirmative action? 

MR. TROISIN: Are you talking about line 10-E, where it 

says--

ASSEMBLY'v01AN GAKVIN: (interrupting) Paragraph 10, line 2. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: It says, "'rhe State Board of Education 

shall adopt rules and regulations in accordance with 'Administrative 

Procedure Act, ' P. L. 1968, 11 et cetera, "to effectuate the purposes of 

this act. 11 'fhe question is, and I think p::,ssioly what it prooably 
m:ans--

MR. TROISIN: (interrupting) I will defer to Jake Piatt. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: All right. Dr. Piatt or someone fran 

the State Departm:nt of Education. I thought they could handle it. 
ASSEMBLY\'01AN GARVIN: All right; thank you. 

MR. TROISIN: I would hope so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: They had better. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYvn-lAN GARVIN: Thank you so much. 

MR. WHITE: uur next witness is Jake Piatt, the Deputy 

COOl!Ilissioner of Education: 
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DR. JAKE PIM.'T: Good norning. '!hank you for permitting me the 
opportunity to speak to you on A-2170. I would like to preface my 

canments by stating that I speak to you in three respects: First, I am 
here as the Assistant Comnissioner in dlarge of Executive Services; in 

that role I was asked to serve on the Governor's CCl'llllission for Master 
Teachers; last, but equally important, I have been an administrator for 

19 years in public education. 
Cary Edwards has said, and I want to reiterate: It is 

absolutely essential that the Legislature support SOOtething as 

significant as the master teacher program. I hope to evolve that 

position in a few minutes. I would like to share with you some of the 
experiences and attitudes that were established fran that study group, 

because it will give you both a perspective and canplement to the 
language of the bill, which are directly interrelated. 

As a Comnission, the first issue on whim we had to decide 
was whether we wanted a merit plan for teachers. we dealt with that 

directly. After looking at a number of existing plans fran across the 
country -- career-ladder and mentor plans, as well as various and 

sundry forms of master teacher plans -- and after examining the 
research thoroughly, we made a conscious decision that we did not want 

a merit plan. NCM, one would define merit pay as a celebrated amount 
of dollars given to an individual for increased or excellent 

perfonnance in a role to whidl they were assigned. Thus, we made a 
conscious determination that we did not want a pure merit plan, as so 

defined. The research, in that respect, warranted nore consideration, 
time, and planning than the Carmission wanted to get into, in terms of 
a new proposal or project in our State. 

Instead, we wanted to do a couple of other things. First, we 

wanted to recognize outstanding individuals who were perfonning in the 
classroan; second, in doing that, we wanted to ask them to go above and 

beyond what their teaching roles would normally require. Thus entered 
the 20-day additional requirement, or the "eleventh nonth," if you 

will. For perfonning those additional services arrl duties, a stipend 
of $5,000 would be awarded. The primary p::,int is that we are not 

talking about a pure merit plan, despite suggestions to the contrary. 
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It is in no sense of the term, "merit," where there is no additional 

work requirement but simply additional dollars for work performance 

aoove other individuals in the same capacity. 

Having determined we were, in fact, interested in recognizing 

ootstanding teachers equally, as was pointed out by the Chairperson of 

the Carmission, we wanted to absolutely ensure that those people did 

not, in fact, leave the classroan. We wanted to ensure that for a 

number of reasons arrl a number of years, many teachers, whether for a 

higher econanic base or whatever, would not leave the classroan to 

assume rrore lucrative roles. We did not want that to happen, an:! we 

felt that was one of the initial complements of the master teacher 

program. 

1>1.aster teachers would have skills that could be shared with 

new teachers. They would serve as role rrodels for their own peers, 

sharing their talents with them through different methodologies. 

Moreover, master teachers would serve as rrodels for children, assisting 

them in a sundry of ways in the academic setting. These master 

teachers would oe willing to put in additional tiire and effort that, 

really, should be worth additional revenue. 

In effect, m:>re important than the revenue, it is tiire to 

begin to set in place one of the initiatives which recognizes ti1e 'merit 

and importance of teaching. Let no question exist in your minds tnat 

administrators can and should lead and, hopefully, impress on their 

teaching staffs the importance of technique am method. When the dOOr 

closes and the teacher stands at the head of the class, the classroan 

is that teacher's turf. If the proper impress ions have not .been made 

prior to the closing of that door, then, in fact, the odds are that 

instruction may not ensue in the manner in which we would li.K:e - the 

manner of excellence. Yet, that door closes everyday; teachers and 

children get into the magic of learning; arrl ultimately, excellent 

things happen. In the past, we have not found ways, essentially, to 

recognize this. The master teacher plan does just that. 
The Commission defined the proposal and spent a number of 

m:>nths in a give-and-take, which is always healthy in an organization 

of that type. It represented all of the people with vested interests 
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in the organization of education in our State -- members of schooi 

ooards, teachers, their representatives, arrl administrators. we looked 

at the entire concept of the prqx:>5al that was designed to achieve 

exactly what Mr. Troisin outlined: to keep teachers in the classrOOOIS, 

to recognize that the potential merit of the skills which were 

responsible for their being named "master teachers" might play a role 

in irrproving sane aspect of learning, and to set themselves as :rrodels 

for their colleagues - new or peer - to emulate. 
We defined it: we agreed unanimously upon it: then we 

submitted it to the Governor in good faith, believing those months of 

give-and-take -- which were, in sane instances, tense out healthy 

because we were trying to matc:n the needs aoo desires of the canplexity 

of the Corranission it represented. 

Moreover, we wanted to make sure that teachers playea a major 

role in the peer-selection process of the master teachers -- and that 

is precisely the recamendation made by the Camnission: when the 

master teacher was selected by a cormnittee, it would include, in fact, 

a simple majority of teachers. we wantea it to be a Joint effort. we 
were not interested in debating at the local level. We were interested 

in trying to design a plan that woula say to board members, teachers, 

and administrators, "Collaborate - join together. This is an 

opportunity to recognize the merits of outstanding performance in 

teaching, so do that. The pr0p::>sal will assist you in that process." 

In fact - and you would have to agree as a group - it was a proposal 

worthy of submission for consideration by the selection camnittee. 

That is another advantage in the report that was submitted to the 

Governor and is characteristic of the bill. 

In the end, we had the nest thinking of a lot of people on 

a way in which we might begin to enhance the essence of teaching and 

recognize the number of people in our school districts who, year after 

year, perform in an excellent fashion and yet, who, in many instances, 

never become recognized as master teachers. 

There is no one in public education who could aeny there are 

teachers who have oy their performance indicated, to administrations 

and boards of education, unusual skills. They have, in fact, been 
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employed in different settings and paid additional noney to perform in 

curriculum design and development arx1 provide leadership roles. The 
master teacher roncept enhances that informal process to the level of 

recognition whereby those individuals are designated as master teachers 
who, in fact, should be recognized by a formal plan, such as the one 

being reviewed by this Carmittee, which is representative of the 
language of A-2170 and the Carmission's report. 

This allows us an opportunity - with other initiatives -
to oontinue the effort to enhance teaching which, in effect, must 

resolve 
setting. 

itself to the improvement of children in the classroan 

We did not get the type of participation for which we had 

hoped; that is clearly understood; it is a matter of fact. There were 
a number of reasons for this. More i.np)rtantly, we received a 

sufficient number of proposals to allow us to look at the possible 
piloting of this plan. This was another wise decision, in my opinion. 

Rather than broadbasing and running at this on a full-stearrrahead 
basis, we decided to carefully pilot it. We elected to look at its 

advantages aoo disadvantages, the pros and rons, if you will - how it 

is \\'Orking -- then make adjustments over the three-year period. In the 

end, we can make a judgment based upon the merits of its expansion to a 
broader base within the State. 

Of those who suomitted proposals, I have selected one rover 

letter to share with you. It reflects the thinking of many people who, 

in fact, have chosen to participate, or be ronsidered for 
participation, in the pilot. Without recognizing the district -- that 

is unimportant - it says that "the proposal submitted was the result 
of the efforts of the administrative and teaching staffs," and that 

this district is "nost eager to be involved in the three-year pilot 
master teacher program which was announced on July 27, 1984." The 

letter goes on to ScJ:f that they "see this as an opportunity to rontinue 

the oooperative spirit and activities generated by the requirement that 

the major education of ronsti tuencies support the proposal." 
Additionally, they "view with ~ticipation opportunities for 

revitalization, sharing, curriculum research, expanded development, and 

experimentation." This rover letter reflects one of the hopes of the 
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Camnission: that teachers, administrators, and board nernbers could sit 

down and, as the result of an initiative. such as this, generate the 

enthusiasm which, in my opinion, will eventually cwerflow in a positive 

way onto the learni03 process in the classroom. Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYW01AN GARVIN: Thank you. Are there any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN D. BENNE'IT MAZUR: Yes. This proposal makes 

reference to the detennination that the selection cxmni ttee would 

include a majority of teachers - a simple majority, meani03 one. 

Well, who chooses the selection camnittee which, in turn, makes the 

reccmnendation? Who detennines its members? Whidl teachers in the 

school syste~ will serve on the selection carmittee? 

DR. PIATI': It is the joint, collaborative effort of the 

superintendent, board, and teacher organization. They will define the 

composition, whidl may vary in size fran district to district. By way 

of illustration, they will first decide how large the committee should 

be. If they agree it should be 10 persons, then they must next decide 

- if the simple majority is to be teachers -- whether it should 

include principals or supervisors. Eventually, they define the 

cx:JipOsition according to the numbers they establish, and that can 

vary. The answer to your question, then, is that it is a collaborative 

effort between the ooard of education and the teacher organizations: 

first, by definition of number and size and, second, by canposition. 

As I said, the simple majority could be teachers, principals, 

supervisors, chairpersons on the secondary level, or gu1aance 

counselors. Usi03 the generic tenn, it could include pupils or 

personnel directors; it could mean any one of a number of people. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Excuse me, Ben. Dr. Piatt, isn't it 

true, to pursue this a little further, that the teachers would be 

dlosen by the local teacher associations? 

DR. PIATI': Yes. 

ASSE'.MBLYMAN PALAIA: It does not spell it out, Ben, but that 

is why we have public hearings. There are a lot of tenns within the 

bill as it is written that must be nore specifically defined. And you 

are absolutely right, Ben, about what you are saying. Those are the 

things we want to redefine; that is why we are having these hearings. 
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Your question is well taken. They are chosen by the local associations 

and are not handpicked by the ooards of education; I didn't want yoo to 
get the impression that the ooards pick them. 

DR. PIATI': No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MAZUR: It would be self-defeating otherwise. 'As 

a college professor, I am familiar with prarotional activities aoo 
procedures that are used at the college level to create and rove people 

through the ranks. 
DR. PIATI': That is a good point. And the flavor that I 

tried to relate, as a final response, by virtue of the fact that tne 

canmittee continuously said in its design, "Look, we do not want a 

proposal that eventually leaves the image of what is often referred to 
as the 'good-old-boy' attituae, whereby the administrator selects his 

choice people and, in effect, controls them fran that standpoint." TO 
the contrary, that is why we insisted upon the simple majority being 

teachers. 
We wanted a pure identification process. It would defeat its 

own purpose to have the selection handpicked. I am confident the 

proposal submitted would not have been selected O'j the organizations 

representing teachers. I am certain, therefore, that resolution would 
be the approach that would best allow them to select the people they 

want to serve on tne conmittee, who woula then have the difficult task 
of selecting the master teachers. 

ASSEMBLYWJMAN GARVIN: I just have a couple of questions, 

since you are so informed. Are we talking about the selection process, 

even though it would take place in-house? What would happen if yoo had 
a teacher organization that was interested and a board that was not? 

Or vice versa? In your deliberations, did that kioo of discussion care 

up? 

DR. PIATI': Again, that is a good question and, yes, it did. 

To first answer your question, the proposal would be invalid. We 

received proposals - whether it was due to frustration or whatnot 
that included the signature of either the teacher organization or, in 

one instance, the board of education. More often than not, we haa to 
send the teacher organization a letter to thank them but tell them 
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their proposal was invalid, because an absolute rule was that all three 

had to agree: the president of the teacher organization, the president 

of the board of education, and the superintendent of schools. Again, 

we insisted upon that collaborative effort. So the answer, 

Assemblywoman Garvin, is that the proposal would have been invalid, 

because it would have defeated the intent of the collaborative 

requirement. That occurred and, when it did, we sirrq;>ly had to 

disqualify those proposals. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MAZUR: You must understand that all avenues were 

trying to be addressed in an attempt to bring about the collaborative 

effort. The idea that "teachers don't want it, so we can't have it" is 

divisive to what we are trying to attain. 
DR. PIATI': Yes. 

ASSEMBLYvl)MAN GARVIN: Yes, but let's no,, take it to the 

other side of the court. What if the board does not want it and 

teachers somehow-- I am a co-sponsor; I supp::>rt the concept; nowever, 

I believe in public hearings so we can address some of the issues. 

Within the five districts selected, would there be an opp::>rtunity for 

the teachers to impact on other districts that, perhaps, chose not to 

participate? I am thinking of the Academy; I am totally supp::>rtive of 
the Academy. This will impact up::>n it, and I want the Academy to play 

a role in the advanced training process, if you will. 
DR. PIATT: Sure. Let me answer in two ways. First, the 

Conmission, in its wisdom - and I supp::>rted them on that decided 

one of the possible options for a master teacher would be to 

participate in the Academy, to create a linKage between the 
initiatives. It serves no good purpose to suggest a nurnoer of 

initiatives that take different or isolated paths. It is important to 

sho.., the logical interrelationship that could occur between a master 

teacher and the Academy for the Advancement of Teaching. In the actual 

proposal, that is one of the options a local board of education could 

consider. 
Second, in the evaluation process, master teachers are 

assessed by their i.rrrnediate supervisors, aoo that is the way it should 

be -- separate from their normal roles. Their full-time teacher roles 
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would be separate. The county superintendent of schools, however, must 

evaluate annually whether the suggested proposal has met its intent. 

The superintendent must decide if, in fact, they did what they said 

they were going to do. That creates the option for networking 

outstanding achievements through the master teacher pilot plan to the 

county and regional curriculum centers. For exc'.1Tlple, if district "A" 

performed very well in a specific pilot, the results of this 

perfonnance should be shared with others. Our curriculum resource unit 

should and could be sharing this with others, because the perfect 

network is the result of the actual evaluation conducted by the county 

superintendent. 

So, to answer you again, by virtue of the option to 

participate in the Academy, as well as the county superintendent 

looking at the program and identifying outstanding things happening 

through the pilot plan and sharing them with other districts which may 

not be participating, you begin to see that it can spread to other 

districts which -- for whatever reasons -- are not participating in the 

pilot. It should be sharing achievements through sudl a concentrated 

approach, not only to recognize master teachers -- it is not just a 

recognition -- but also to pull fran those people the skills which 

were responsible for their identification as master teachers and which, 

ultimately, led to the enhancement of san: aspect of learning. 

ASSEMBLYv0'1AN GARVIN: Thank you. I just want the record to 

show that I take exception to the word "option" only because I really 

support the Academy. we need the Academy. If we decide to take this 

route, I don't know whether we should we give that person the option; 

maybe it should be required to ensure that a broader segment of the 

education carmunity will profit by the effort. Thank you. 

DR. PIATI': Thank you. 

MR. WHITE: Please excuse the mispronunciation, and I aSK the 

indulgence of our third speaker, Joyce Schmappauf, who represents the 

New Jersey Education Association: 

JOYCE SCBIAPPAUF: Thank you very nuch for allowing me to be here 

today. I am fran Ridgewood, which has the largest school district in 

Bergen County. I would like to give you a little background on what we 

have done with the master teacher proposal. 
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The su_perintendent of schools infonned me that he would apply 

for the proposal and a cornnittee of 13 _people, which would include 

seven teachers. ~rk began on the proposal, and when it was finished a 

cq,y was given to each of the 37ij teachers in our school system. They 

examined the proposal for 10 days. It received an extremely fair 

hearing; there were meetings held at every school builaing to 

discuss the proposal, and when it was time to vote at our 

representative council meeting, it was unanimously voted down. 
I would like to share with you sane of the reasons we voted 

the proposal down. We really felt the State's proposal was rrore 

destructive than constructive. The word that stood out the rrost to all 

of our teachers was "divisiveness." Alrong the teachers was the fear 

that this was going to be a very divisive proposal. They also felt the 

proposal would be derroralizing to those arrong them who already do what 

the master teacher would be expected to do. 

In the proposal - page 7, chapter 3 - it says that "master 

teachers must exhibit a willingness to share their skills and abilities 

with colleagues." Then, a little further down the page, it gives 

exarrples of things master teachers will be expected to do. It was our 

feeling, and our teachers' feelings, that we already do these 

things. We all read in our subject fields; we all conduct research; we 

all serve as mentors to students; we all conduct workshops for other 

teachers. 

That list was composed of things we feel teachers already 

do. To have only 5% chosen, we feel, would be deinoralizing to teachers 

who are already _performing the responsibilities of the master teacher 

as indicated in the list. We feel this proposal has a potential for 

undermining relationships, collaboration, and sharing which no,y 

exist. If the teacher across the hall fran me were made a master 

teacher, that would put us on a little different level. 

We also have sane fear that, even though there is a sirrple 

majority on the selection corrnnittee, p::>litics would be involved in the 

selection process. It was strongly felt that tne rrost aggressive, 

available teachers - not necessarily the rrost able - would be the 

recipients. 
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Let me give you an example of a first grade teacher, and I 

think anyone who has anything to do with education would realize that 

two of the first grade teacher's rrost important jobs are the welcaning 

to school and teaching to read of young children. First grade teachers 

sperxl 10 full nonths working with 26 or 27 children, teaching them to 

read aoo making them love to cone to school ~ By the eoo of 1 O rronths, 

these teachers need time to reflect and reevaluate their programs and 

decide what they are going to do next year. I know a teacher such as 

this. She needs that time; she does not want to work an extra rronth; 

she would not apply to be a master teacher - but she is one. 

Teachers also are sure there would be conflict within the 

school corrmunity for assignment to the master teacher's classrcx:>rn. We 

nOI/ have parents who want to choose the teachers for their children, 

particularly at the elementary level. If there are only a few master 

teachers in each school -- or just one -- there is a strong possibility 

parents will want their children taught by the master tead1er. 

In addition, -we feel the reputation of many other teachers --

95% of us - would suffer, because -we might not be designated master 

teadlers. What would that do to the feeling the ccmnunity has about us 

and the feeling -we have about one another? Ridgewood's proposal stated 

several teacher needs. For example, it proposed time for teachers to 

develq;> and digest practice-teaching tedlniques before they implement 

them in the classroan. That time really is needed. Ridgewood and the 

State, we feel, would better recognize quality staff and prarote 

exemplary professional practice by giving the entire staff "release 

time" - unstructured professional aays - to accanplish these 

things. Give the districts rroney to improve the professional 

developnent program for the entire staff without naming a few master 

teachers. 

Finally, our staff agrees teadlers should be recognized for 

quality work - both honorific and rronetary. 'Ibis proposal, h011ever, 

even in the pilot stage, is too narr011, too subjective, and too 

unrealistic. It does not offer recognition for a job well done, but 

demands one to do rrore; it rewards quantity, not quality. Thank you. 

ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: '!bank you. Do you mind if I call you 

Joyce? 
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MS. SCHMAPPAUF: No, I don't mind. 

ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: I assurre you represent WEA; is that 

correct? 

MS. SCHMAPPAUF: I was asked by NJEA to care here today. I 

an president of our local association. 
ASSEMBLYVOtAN GARVIN: In NJEA's review, other than what you 

have presented to us, have they made any reccmnendations they feel 

would make this bill acceptable? 
MS. SrnMAPPAUF: 'As I just said, sane of us feel the need to 

be honored. I listened to someone tooay say that we cannot keep good 

teachers in the schools. I think that is less a problem than getting 

the best teachers into the schools to begin with. I would certainly 
like to see the rroney spent to uwrade, particularly, beginning 

teaching salaries, rather than used for the master teacher program. I 

think NJEA would agree. 

ASSEMBLYvO-iAN GARVIN: I read that in an editorial. I JUSt 

wondered if that decision was etched-in-stone. And, I wondered, after 

reviewing the field, if there were any reccmnendations for possible 

amendments. That is why I asked the question. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: May I ask a couple of questions? Joyce, 
my background, by the way, is that of an elementary school principal 

for 33 years -- Kindergarten through fifth grade - so I can relate to 

what you are saying, some of which is absolutely true. Parents are 

going to want a particular type of teacher; I have been through it, as 

have, I am sure, a lot of administrators. When you say all of our 

staff is working on grade level or all of our staff is reading, you 

nust then ask, "but to what degree?". They may be, Joyce, but it is 

the teacher who puts forth the extra effort that we are looking for as 

a master teacher. 

I understand what your staff is saying. When the bill was 

drafted, I knew .there was no perfect bill. There absolutely is not. I 

fully recognize that part of the bill might be a problem in sore 
districts; in other districts, it might not be. You say, ho.vever, that 

parents are going to want a particular teacher. Let me just say this: 
You are selling the parents short. You or I could go to any parent and 
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ask who the best first grade teacher in their children's school is, and 

they could tell us; we could ask who the best secorxi grade teacher is, 

and they could tell us. Ninety to 95% of the parents know who the 

master teachers are in our schools. It doesn't take any big-shot 

administrator or board or anyone else to tell you who the master 

teachers are; it is obvious to everyone which teachers put forth the 

extra effort. 

I fully realize that as a unit - as a group within Ridgewcxxi 

you have done it in a democratic process. I carmend you for that. 

If that is your decision, that is fine. According to the way the oill 

was written, however, and the way the Corrrnission has sent it out, if 

you do not want to participate, you don't have to. That is the nicety 

of the whole thing. As Mr. Troisin said, if all three bodies -- the 

administration, the board and the teachers -- don't agree, fine, no 

problem. We will go on to sanething else. We are only talking about a 

three-year pilot program. I don't think the whole world of education 

is going to fall down around us in those three years. 

We are trying to upgraae it, and I think that is why it 

disturbs me when people say they are all doing their jobs. '!hey are 

all not aoing their jobs. Whether you want to believe it or not, 

JO'jce, they are not. They are, to degrees. You have teachers in your 

building, as I have, who don't do as well as others. Your points, 

ho...iever, were well taken; I could not argue with many of the things 

that were said. 

ASSEMBLY\\OMAN GARVIN: Thank you. 

MR. WHITE: We will now hear fran Dr. Harry Galinsky, a 

member of the Governor's Corrrnission on Master Teachers: 

DR. BARR! GN:.INSKY: Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to 

address you on this issue, and I feel fortunate that my remarks are 

keyed to my predecessor's comments. I am Superintenaent of Schools in 

the Morris School District; I am also President of the New Jersey 

School Administrators. I am here to talk, really, about my role on the 

Corllnission. 

It was deja vu to hear the President of the Ridgewood 

Teachers Association speak, because the Conmission had the opportunity 
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to hear that point of view. '!he Comnission was C'OIIpOSed ot a broad 

representation fran arourx:i the State, including the Presidents of both 
the WEA and AF!'. There was not an objection raised today and there 

will not be one raised at other hearings arolll'Xi the State that was not 
raised during our deliberations. And this was healthy, because it 

helped shape our proposal. We were faced with developing a m:>del. And 

objection after objection was raised. At every juncture of the 

devel~nt process we were oonfronted with: "It won't work 
because ••• ; it won't work because •••• " 

we finally asked what it woula take to make it wor1e. It was 

said that the selection process would be political. How do you deal 

with that? By making teachers the majority of the selection 

canmittee. But, then, it was asked, who will pick the teachers? Let 

the teacher associations make that selection. It is important that yoo 
listen to the testimony and understand that the node! finally 

recarmended to the Governor was a node! which, we felt, could work. It 
did not blindly ignore the realities of what would take place in the 
various school districts. 

Certainly, teachers are concerned about the selection 

process; certainly, they are concerned about the fairness of the 

process. How do we deal with the issue of criticism, once a master 

teacher has been identified? Parents will then want their chilaren 
taught only by the master teacher. I was pleased to have you say 

that. There is not an elementary school principal in this State who is 
not confronted in September -- or in June, if it is known in advance 

who the first grade teachers will be -- by parents who want their 
children in a particular teacher's classroan. Everyone knows who the 

"master teacher" is. The notion that the placing of this magical 
nanenclature on an individual designating them a master teacher will 

sanehow serxi a signal to the parents wno the gocx:1 arxi poor teachers 
are, in my opinion, just does not wash. That is reality. People today 

know who the master teachers are. 
Then there is the provision whereby only 5% of the teachers 

will be chosen as master teachers. It is fully recognized that the 
remaining 95% are equally valuable and, in many cases, better teachers 
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than those who will be selected. '!here is a voluntarism involved 

here. There are master teachers who will choose not to speoo an extra 

nonth in these activities. '!hat particular recognition will diminish 

the business of, "I could have been a master teacher, but I lock 

forward to my summers for a variety of reasons; therefore, I chose not 

to apply." so, the psychological basis of the issue of "divisiveness" 

is not as daninant as you may be led to believe. 

The final proouct was similar to the final product of the 

legislative process. When a bill is proposed in the Legislature, the 

initial draft is rarely what errerges arrl is signed by the Governor. 

It is pounded and shaped, just like a contract. It may not be exactly 

what we want, but it is something we can live with. If you lock at 

where the authors of this particular bill are caning fran, you will see 

they are fran corporations and every major educational organization in 

the State, including the PTAs. That particular proposal is not what 

each individual might have conceived it to be. We studied proposals 

fran across the country -- Tennessee, Florida, California -- all of 

which ignored the legislative process. There were leaderships in those 

states which decided they were going to have it, aespi te the lack of 

support. 

In New Jersey, we want a nodel that can flower and flourish, 

even though we may have to compromise on the strategies of hc::M to get 

it. It is a concept that has finally cane to light; it is critical. I 

read a recent article, the title of which is absolutely devastating: 

•~ill the Last Teacher Please Tum out the Lights?". '!he article 

predicts we will no longer - as is happening right now -- be able to 

attract the finest minds and nost dedicated people in the country to 

the teadling profession. The evidence is there. We have flourished in 

this country for many years by attracting, particularly, the 

brightest females into the teaching profession. Nc::M they are going to 

medical, law, and graduate schools. 'I.bey are not choosing teaching. 

Money is not the only issue: it is the fact that inaividual excellence 

is not recognized; it's opposed by teacher organizations -- not by 

teachers, but by teacher organizations. 
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I think that is one of the major issues separating teaching 

fran becaning the profession it truly deserves to become. This bill, 

which in many ways mirrors the Camiission's recc:xmiendation, offers the 

opportunity to t>ury the myth that is out there - that it can't work. 
Here you have -- or will have, in this particular case -- five 

districts whidl have been able to get the administrations, the boards 
of education, and the teacher associations, to enthusiastically look at 

the opportunity to try a new concept, to take a little risk in order to 

provide excellence. And I agree that we need a legislative enactment. 

If we have success, and I predict we will, we can formalize the 

process. Fear about what is going to happen will disappear, I believe, 

because there is a canponent of an independent evaluation process built 

into this process. These particular pilot programs are going to have 

to be evaluated bj an independent authority, aoo that final evaluation 
will have to be weighed against the predicted chaos, dissension, or 

divisiveness. I Just don't think it is going to happen. I think we 
have a valuable opport11ni ty to see a breakthrough in education. The 

climate is right. I urge all of you to support the bill. I think we 
need it. 

ASSEMBL°Yw:xvtAN GARVIN: Thank you, Dr. Galinsky. One of the 

purposes of these Statewide public hearings has to do with possible 

amendments. You made a statement I would rather not deal with, as far 

as the legislative process. You separated teachers from teacher 

organizations. I am one of the co-sponsors of this bill, but I think 

teachers have had, in our society over the past 10 years, a bad time of 

it, particularly with regard to assuming the responsibilities on which 
parents have given up. 

Therefore, in the final review of this bill for possiole 

amendments, we are sensitive to the role that teachers have had thrust 

upon them over the past 10 years. 

The other statement I would like to make deals with the 

process of the Canmission. Did it ever care arouoo the table that, 

even though there have been a lot of ~n teachers, rrost 

administrators are men? How do we resolve this problem, so that 

certain people do not fear they will be left out once again? As a 
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minority person, I am very sensitive to people with those fears. In 

our in-aepth review of this bill - in Canmittee and in amendments if 

necessary - we will take those kinds of things into oonsideration. 

I do not think administrators should cane across hard and 

fast with a statement that separates teachers fran their 

organizations. That creates a problem. I am simply asking you, sir, 

not to create problems for us to resolve in the legislative process. 

Do you know what I am saying? 

DR. GALINSKY: I hear you, but I think it is important for 

you to hear - as these hearings are designed for - that there is 

quite often a difference between an association's stand on an issue and 

the stand of individual teachers. Not every teacher will support their 

association's stand, philosophically or intellectually, al though they 

will support it in action. Arrl they should, because the strength of 

the teaching profession and its aoility to make advancements is 

cx:>rrelated with the teaching organization. I am not at all looicing to 

divide it. 

When a major teacher organization or a major administrative 

organization takes a particular stand, however, there can't be a belief 

that there is a 100% correlation between the people in the field and 

that particular stand. Despite strong reccxrmendations not to 

participate, 10 or 11 districts with local teacher organizations joined 

it. That, I think, gives a very rewarding kind of feeling. I feel 

frustration because, as a meinber of the Canmission and as a member of 

the selection corrmittee, my own district cannot participate. 

I look forward to the opportunity, maybe sanewhere down the 

road, oecause in oonversations with people in the district, there is a 

sense of excitement about it and a disappointment that my district 

could not participate. It has potential; and when teachers in the 

field and teacher associations see that their fears don't cane to pass, 

then there will be broad support for it. Thank you. 

ASSEMBL'Yvo-1AN GARVIN: Thank you. Are there any other 

questions? (no questions) 

MR. WHITE: Our next witness is Leis Jackson Tarr from west 

New York: 
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WIS JAO<~ TARR: My name is Lois Jackson Tarr. I am a chemistry 

teacher at Memorial High School in West New York; I am also a member of 

the WEA Instruction Committee. 

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you 

this oorning in opf'C)sition to Assembly Bill 2170. First, I question 

the need for a piece of legislation delineating the master teacher 

pilot program when, in fact, it has already passed the planning stage 

and is in full operation. It is my understanding that the legislation 

was needed for funding purposes, but since the ironey has alreaay been 
appropriated into the budget and the deadline for sutmitting proposals 

has passed, the bill is neither timely nor necessary. 
If the Governor and Commissioner felt the legislation was so 

i.mfx:>rtant and necessary, then the legislation should have preceded the 
policy, not the opposite. All leaders in the education profession seek 

educational excellence and increasea teacher salaries, but the master 

teacher concept is not the answer. It is an evasion of the problem of 

lc,,,.i salaries rather than a solution to the problem it seeks to address. 
A plan for educational excellence should be one designated to 

prarote cooperation, equity, and professional harnony in the acaaemic 

workplace. A quota syst6n, as outlined in this bill, defeats this. 

In my district, teachers gladly share ideas and technigues 
that 'IX)rk well; teachers' rcx:xns are full of chatter about how a new 

approach was tried; when these new ideas work, others are anxious to 
try them. I foresee this free flow of ideas coming to a halt if the 

district singles out a given nwnber of master teachers to receive irore 
noney than others who are equally, or in sane ways irore, talented in 

their profession. 

A plan such as this is a waste of State funds. Similar plans 

have been tried over the past 50 years by a nwnber of states, am all 

have failed. Teacher-incentive plans, c:.urrently being tried in states 

like Florida, California, Arkansas, and Illinois, are hitting snags. 

It must be acknowledged, therefore, just how difficult it is to cx:xne up 

with a workable, productive plan. Suen a plan has yet to be devised. 
NJEA is, therefore, in opposition to any form of master teacher or 

merit pay plan. 
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In closing, let me ask how you, as parents, would feel if 

your children were placed in the classrooms of "ordinary" teachers, 

when next door were classes where officially recognized "master 

teachers" were in charge of the learning process - teaching the same 

material that your children have to master? We are no longer dealing 

with individual opinions but with the formal recognition of 

excellence. I doubt that you would be satisfied. I urge you to 

consider these arguments and ensure that all the children of our State 

are granted the best possible education. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLY~ GARVIN: Thank you. Are there any carrnents or 

questions? (no questions) 

MS. JACKSCN TARR: I would like to make one more point that 

is not in my written testimony. I teach in the district that was 

singled out by the State Department of Education as first in its 

Successful School Series for urban high schools. Parents have the best 

interests of their children at heart, and during this program there was 

a wave of parents fran districts in the surrounding area who wanted to 

place their children in our school. Obviously, economics prevented 

this, as did State statutes. If parents are willing to pay to send 

their children to other schools that are recognized as first in their 

fields, the same concept will filter down to the classroan situation, 

whereby parents will want their children in the "master teacher's" 

class. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYV01AN GARVIN: Okay, let me canment. That situation 

has existed in our urban districts since day one. Children, for 

example, try to come to Montclair or Orange by using other ,J?eoples' 

addresses. This concept is still going on and is a problem for local 

districts that have to support students fran other districts. 

MS. JACKSCN TARR: In rebuttal, isn't it true that the same 

thing will happen within the school systan if you recognize a teadler 

as "the best"? Parents are willing to cross district lines to send 

their children to "the best schools;" they want their children in "the 

best classes." When you truly recognize this, you will see where the 

problem lies. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you. 

MR. WHITE: We will no.v have a 10-minute break. 
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(D!C ss) 

(after recess) 

ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: we will now continue this public 

hearing. I would like to acknowledge the presence of the president of 

the East Orange Board of Education, Miss Ethel Richardson, who is in 

the audience. l would be remiss if I didn't thank her for honoring us 
with her presence. (applause) 

For those of you who know me and those who don' t, my 

legislative role has been so exciting. I am always thrilled to bring 
Trenton into local districts because I think you get broader 

participation. we don't always have all the public present because we 

still meet in the day when people go to work; however, this Cornnittee 

has had night hearings. This may be a bill on whidl we might want a 
night hearing. But, I think the legislative process has to be expanded 

so that we can have broader participation. I would like to thank Ethel 
for the Board's hospitality. 

Mr. White, you are in dlarge now. 

MR. WHITE: Dr. Dreue Guy, Superintendent of Schools, East 

Orange. 
ASSEMBLY'v01AN GARVIN: Dr. Guy, you may proceed. 

DR. DREUE GUY: I do appreciate the cpportunity to be able to be at the 
public hearing today for Assembly Bill 2170 and to be in the presence 

of Assemblywanan Mildred Garvin, Assemblyman Joseph Palaia, Assemblyman 
Bennett Mazur, and others who are assembled here t<Xlay. 

As Superintendent of Schools for the East Orange School 

District, I would like to say that I fully support the concept of 

a master teadler program. I feel that the concept, the direction, and 

the purpose are very worthwhile. I also understand that there are sane 

people who have concerns about its implementation aoo what this would 
do regarding the division the teachers may feel among themselves. But 

I fully support the fact that we have many outstanding teachers who 
need to be recognized, that we have master teachers who could be 
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emulated, and that we have role rrodels so that other teachers who are 

enteriD3 the field, persons who have been in the field, and others in 

the CX>Imlllnity can see the high standards of the staff that we have. I 

am speaking, not only for East Orange, but also for the nation. I am 

also speaking of other experiences I have had in other school 

districts. 
I support the idea, and I also understand that it is a very 

difficult concept to implement. You have to be very careful that 

everything is developed in a way so it is not discriminatory and people 

do not feel that it is done in a subjective way. This is usually the 

crux of the problem and, I think, the concern llDst people have when 

they look at a program such as this. I daresay that these are sorre of 

the concerns that have been expressed by the teachers in the State of 

New Jersey. 
I fully feel, however, that if this were put in place, the 

Department of Education would develop strategies, programs, aoo program 

guidelines that would minimize the subjective nature. It is also very 

hard to do in the field of education when you are dealing with a 

product that is not a hands-on kind of product and when you dealing 

with the lives of students - their learniD3 abilities arrl what is 

going to affect them now. 'ftle process of teaching is sooiething that is 

not always tangible. I feel that, as we llDVe in the field of 

education, we are certainly putting teaching into q:>erational terms. I 

think if we look at it in that manner there are things that can be 

measured. Therefore, you could measure a master teacher. But, I 

understand the concerns. I feel that we need to look at it very 

seriously, that it needs to be very highly developed in q:>erational 

terms that can be measured. Those guidelines would have to be 

specifically drawn up and implemented in such a way that there would be 

fairness for all staff. 

ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: '!hank you, Dr. Guy. We would also 

like to thank you for your hospitality. 

DR. GUY: I'm glad to Know that you are here. I'm glad that 

we have a beautiful day for you to be here. 
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ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: Yes, and I know you have a meeting and 

you can't stay. I think, as I said, our timing is sum that we didn't 

get all the participation, but we have all the heavyweights here. 

Thank you. 
DR. GUY: I am glad to be in good canpany. Thank you. 

Mk. WHITE: Several people have asked to be placed on the 

agenda on the basis that they have to leave inmediately. They have 

asked the Chair to rearrange the order. There is really no order here; 

we have been trying to mix up the speakers on the basis of their roles 

and functions. So, the order in which I call the remaining speakers is 

going to be based on their request to leave irranediately. It will be 

Joseph Del Buono, James Lerman, Russell Stanley, Edwara Watts, James 

Clark, and Don Tarr. If anyone objects to that, or if anyone has to 

absolutely leave before we get to them, please let me know. 
Joseph Del Buono: 

JOOEPH DEL IIJCNO: Good norning. Thank you. You did well with my 

name. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Yes, I coached him. (laughter) 

MR. DEL BUCNO: I indicated to the hearing reporters that I 

would send them a copy of my testim:::>ny. 

My name is Joseph Del Buono. I represent 90 teachers in the 

Midland J:>ark school district. We voted down the proposal - 48 to 37. 

The Master Teacher Bill A-2170 failed to pass in the Midland Park 

district for the following reasons. Sone of them may be repetitive; 

ha.vever, it may be good to hear a continuing theme. 
1 • The plan discriminated against a number of professional 

staff members. Librarians, nurses, special education teachers, speech 

therapists, and canpensatory education teachers were eliminated fran 

due consideration. Teachers who perform extracurricular activities, 

like coaching sports, were also eliminated. 

Teachers who 'tK)Uld be qualified b.Jt have family ccmnitments, 

sudl as an ill parent or a child being dismissed fran another school or 

child care center, 'tK)uld not be able to take advantage of this plan. 

Teachers on the elementary school level viewed this plan as 
favoring high school staff. 

2. The 5% figure was arbitrary and capricious. 
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How would the governors throughout the United States react to 

a merrorandum fran the President of the United States stating that only 

5% of them were superior and would receive "x" amount of Federal 

funds? 

How would the legislators react to a governor who states that 

only 5% of them are "master" legislators and their districts would 

receive "x" amount of funds? 

How would parents react to a teacher who states that only 5% 

of the class shall receive an "A"? 

The 5% figure alone caused undue harm to the concept. '!he 

insinuation that 95% of our teachers are less than excellent is a 

terrible mistake. 

3. The plan provided nothing for the educational system that 

it did not already have. Our district has done away with department 

heads. Teachers viewed the master teacher plan as a way to relieve 

administrators of their assigned duties. Midland Park teachers are 

paid for writing curriculum and for being demonstration role nodels for 

other teachers in and outside of the district. There were no student 

outcanes as a direct result of this plan. 

4. There was a threat to good norale. The faculty resented 

the design of semi-administrators. '!'he debate on the master teacher 

plan forced factions to surface. Those who favored the concept called 

those who rejected it "unprofessional." This became an ugly 

situation. 

5. '!be simple term "master teacher" was stigmatizing. 

Teachers felt parents would want their children only in the master 

teacher's classroan. Student schedules would have to be arranged to 

meet specific demands. would students who were not in a master 

teacher's class also become labeled? 

6. The program was not presented as a career-growth 

opportunity. '!here are teachers who want and need horizontal growth, 

similar to that provided in industry. However, in industry there is 

greater flexibility and nobility for teachers to market their skills 

elsewhere. The teaching profession does not have that flexibility. 
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7. There should have been a clear-cut endorsement by the 

NJEA - the New Jersey Education Association. There are teachers who 

look to the State association for leadership. A State program should 

have ha:l the association's blessing. 
8. The program was viewed as a stop-gap response to negative 

public pressure. There are many needs in the public school system. 

The Rand Corporation found three basic needs to i.nprove the public 

school system: 

a) Improve teacher salaries fran $20,000 to $50,000 a year. 

b) Allow for teacher career growth. 

c} Allow for teacher input on decisions affecting 

education. 

9. The plan was viewed also as a way to eliminate tenure. 

Teachers felt that other teachers would oe "used" to evaluate and 

recanmend continued employment. 

In summary, the concept of the master teacher plan was 

wrong. A program like the Fulbright Summer Seminars or other 

fellowships or awards that already exist could have been i.nplemented. 

This would enable those people who are qualified throughout the State 

to benefit. 

Teachers negotiate master teacher salary guides in each new 

contract. Teachers must deironstrate to a board of education and their 

negotiation team why they deserve a raise. The increment, 

historically, was a merit raise for the master teacher. In sooe 

districts, teachers who justifiably do not meet a certain criteria do 

not receive an increment. 

Midland Park teachers have hearing-i.npaired students 

mainstreamed in their classroans. They alter their style of teaching 

to neet students' and interpreters' needs. We have physically 

handicapped students, with special classroan and social needs, bused 

fran other towns in the county. We have accepted and i.nplemented a 

standard teaching method, so than even a blind administrator can go 

into a classroan and know specific elements of instruction that are 

taking place. 
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These criteria do not nean we are better than others in our 

profession. It shows the basic nature of those within the profession. 
There is a lack of trust in the teaching profession due to the negative 

press. To change this, the followirg should be studied: 
a) Standards for teaching in all fields. 

b) A career growth within the teachirg profession. 

c) Statewide salary guides and a reevaluation of the funding 

process. 

d) Binding arbitration rather than the ugly risk of 

strikes. 
I have heard a number of items brought up; as an example, you 

mentioned the Academy. I kno,,i there has been some talk about the 

criteria for the selection process. I'm roc>ving fran my statement right 

now, but I will include it. 
Regarding that Academy, it was very difficult for ne, as 

president of the association, to deal with this proolem. In our 

district there were some people who were chosen arbitrarily to go to 

the Academy; this smacked of the situation of favoritism for teachers 
being selected, not only for the master teacher program, but also for 

this Academy program. It was very difficult for ne to ask why everyone 
wasn't given the opportunity to, at least, apply to the administration 

to go into the Academy. I believe there were four teachers who were 
chosen. Maybe you have to reevaluate how people are chosen for your 

Academy. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: May I ask sane questions? 

MR. DEL J::3UrnO: I would be very happy to answer any questions 
that I possibly can. 

ASSEMBLYw:::>MAN GARVIN: Thank you. Asseni:>lyman Palaia. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Mr. Del Buono, you mentioned the fact 

that you felt all the teachers were excellent. Do you really oelieve 

all teachers are excellent, Joe? Honestly? 
MR. DEL BUOOO: Yes, I believe the teachers are excellent; I 

think that they have to oe. 

ASSEViBLYMAN PALAIA: I know that they have to be. I agree 

with you there. 
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MR. DEL BUCNO: It would be like asking, "Are all lawyers 

excellent?" But to say that only 5% are excellent, in the C'allplex 

society by which we live- A teacher is responsible for a variety of 

people in his classrocxn. we hold them to the highest stanaards, higher 

standards than in rrost other professions. And, they are not rewarded 

the same way. We talk about getting people into our profession. We 

all have dlildren; many may have dlildren who have already decided upon 

their careers. When the time came to sit dCMn arrl talk about careers 

for your children, was teaching at or near the top of your list? 

People ask what they can do to have a nice lifestyle. What would 

happen if the teaching salaries increased fran $30,000 to $80,000 a 

year? Would people who are the brightest, arrl the rrost creative, and 

the ones who might dloose other careers then turn to education and say, 

"Being a teacher is at the top of the list also"? 
I think we have a working mechanism right nCM for those 

teachers you may be talking about. We have a working mechanism. I 

have had it in our district. '!his has been a very difficult year for 

everyone, I think. We have had teadlers who may have haj problems, who 

may have had increments withheld. In sane cases sane districts have 

had to have teachers removed before tenure. That is the minority. 

'Ihat is a very small number. That is even less than the 5% that we are 

saying are excellent. I think that we have excellent teachers. I 

think that we have had bad press. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Yes. I am going to go to that because 

you mentioned it. It is further down on my list. I do agree with you 

regarding negative press; there is no question about it. I always felt 

that the worst thing we have ever done in this society is to 

oversimplify the word teaching. We make it souoo so easy, that anybody 

can go into a second grade with 30 students, but they can't even handle 

one or two at hane. Yet, they think nothing of not supporting that 

teadler who has to handle 25 or 30 individual students with different 

idiosyncrasies. Negative press - there is no question - is one of 

our big hang-ups. 

There is another thing whidl you said that I wanted to 

question. You said that your local district chose individuals to help 

work with curriculum and what have you. Did they get paid? 
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MR. DEL BUOOO: Oh yes, I mentioned that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Do yoo mean to tell me there was no 

jealously among the whole staff when so-and-so got chosen to work on 

the curriculum, but this so-and-so didn't? There was no aninosity? 

MR. DEL BUQJO: None at all. In fact, it was even done on a 

rotating basis. In other words, if a teacher- That is another point: 
the working mechanism. We had teachers who may not have been selected 

one year, but were given the opportunity the following year. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: I have another point. 

MR. DEL BUOOO: That is all right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: You made some very excellent statements 

here. Your presentation was gCXXl, Joe, and I just wanted to say 

another thing. We thought we had the NJEA endorsement on this when it 

came out of the Commission. we really thought we did. Sanething has 
happened in the meantime, and concerns have been forthcoming. That is 

okay. That is Mrs. Garvin, arx:1 she is absolutely right. That is what 

this is all about. Actually, you said you wondered why they didn't do 

it. We thought we did have a feeling of unanimity on that subject, but 

obviously we didn't. But we will work it out, and we will work on the 

problems involved. That is w11y we are doing all this. 
You mentioned tenure. Tenure, I think, is far afield; that 

really doesn't have anything to do with this, Joe. You brought it up, 

but I really don't think it i.nplies that A-2170 gets involved, because 

that is a another very sticky issue. 
MR. DEL BUOOO: Don't misunderstand me. Sane of the items I 

may have mentioned are not necessarily my personal points of view. 

But, it is a concern. You have to look down the road, and possibly in 

the future, as to ho.v something may be used, such as an inner circle of 
teachers or peers. Right no.v, even with the question of tenure, if you 

were looking at the process of tenure renoval, fran a teaching process, 
one of the elements that is missing is that there is no peer 

evaluation. This is a possioility. That was brought up. That might 

have to be taken into consideration -- its intent and that it would not 

be misused. There is no question that the intent might not have been 

there, out it may be used that way. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: I really want to personally thank you. 

Your camnents were very well taken arrl very well presented. 

MR. DEL BUOOO: '!hank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: I appreciate your honesty when yoo said 

it was 48 to 37. It tells us sanething. It really tells us sanething: 

not only was it was close, but also that yoo had different feelings on 

both sides. 

MR. DEL BUOOO: Let me explain. '!his was my first year 

of involvement with the association, at any level. I am into my seoond 

year. Of all the issues that face the president or any other officer 

- such as grievances, negotiations, standing before a board and maybe 

not liking what they have to say or do, or writing letters to editors 

-- no issue has caused rrore difficulty than this issue, in dealing with 

the profession. we did everything we could to have ooth sides discuss 

it. I wanted to mention the vote to let you know that it was a ooncern 

among the entire staff. It became ugly fran the standpoint that we 

didn't know how to handle it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PAI.AIA: You are handling it Of being here. 

MR. DEL BlJCNO: '!hank you. Are there any other questions? 

ASSEMBLYvOW-J GARVIN: No. Thank you very much for 

testifying. Ben, do you have any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN MAZUR: No. 

ASSEMBLThOtAN GARVIN: Mr. White. 
MR. wlUTE: James Lerman, Newark Board of Education: 

JAMFS ~= Assemblywanan Garvin and members of the Committee, I 

want to thank you for the q;>portuni ty to come before you today. I 

heard you sey earlier that you are a supporter of public hearings and, 

I think, on this bill, perhaps, it is as important as many public 

hearings, aoo it is a good thing to have. 

ASSEMBL~ GP.RVIN: '!hank you. 

MR. LERMAL~: My name is James Lerman. I am currently the 

head of Program Developnent with the Newark Board of Education. I am 

here today at the request of our Executive Superintendent to represent 

the views of tne Newark Board of Education regarding Assembly Bill 

2170, the master teacher pilot program. 
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I was asked to represent the Newark district before this 

Coomi ttee because of my deep involvement in education improvement and 

master teacher programs. For the last six years, I served as Director 

of the Newark Teacher Center. In this capacity, I worked with nearly 

half of Newark's over-4,000 teachers to improve their levels of 

performance. In addition, I was ecrauthor of Newark's proposal for a 

grant fran the U.S. Department of Education to plan a master teacher 

program in our district. This project was the only one funded in New 

Jersey by the Department. It is just now entering its operational 

phase. Further, I coordinated the development of Newark's proposal 

which was just subni tted to Comnissioner Cooperman under our State's 

pilot master teacher program. For these reasons, I imagine, there are 

sane people who feel I might have sane insight into wnat is happening 

with plans for master teacher programs. 

I think it is a great thing that our Governor has recognized 

the importance of quality teaching by putting himself behind this 

initiative and others to upgrade the quality of education in our 

State. The fact that the Legislature is now Irounting an effort to 

support this pilot program for master teachers is also a healthy sign, 

for it shows that this is an iaea which many people can support. 

I wholeheartedly agree with and support the goals of this 

legislation. I believe that a master teacher program can attract and 

help retain large numbers of able people to the teaching profession 

in New Jersey. I believe, too, that there needs to be a system of 

rewarding teachers for excellence, a way other than noving them out of 

the classroan into administrative jobs when they distinguish 

themselves. There can be little doubt, too, that new teachers and 

those who desire to improve their performance can benefit fran worKing 

closely with the best practitioners in their profession. 

I think the people who drafted this legislation aoo the 

original request for proposals fran the Comnission were wise in their 

planning of the selection process for master teachers. The procedures 

set forth in this proposed legislation reflect, in a meaningful way, 

the realities, I think, in today's school districts. If we are to 

accooplish significant improvements in educational performance, it is 
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necessary for teachers, teacher organizations, administrators, and 

lx>ard of education members to work together. 

In fact, I think the selection process is the strongest 

aspect in this draft legislation. In Newark, the Board and the Newark 

Teachers Union have worked together closely ana effectively in drafting 

our proposal. The process has wor.Ked very well. I would encourage the 

Carrnittee to intend to preserve maximum participation of teacher 

organizations in the draft legislation. 
I think, too, that the general criteria established to define 

a master teacher are good ones. Of course, the hard part will corne 

when local selection comnittees have to decide what indicators will be 

used to evaluate whether the candidates meet the criteria. 
Having said many things that are good about this legislation, 

please pennit me to point out three things which I believe merit sorre 

further consideration: 

First, I oelieve that the 5% limit on master teachers is too 

lOtY -- far too low. By placing this limitation on the number of master 

teachers are we not saying that the remaining 95% are mediocre or 

worse? I urge the Comrni ttee JYEnbers and others to think abOut their 

own lines of wor.K. If someone told you that 5% of your cerworkers were 

going to be singled out as master workers, ho,.; would you feel if you 

were not chosen as one of those Sig? HOH motivated woula you be to 
atterrpt to be designated as one of those 5% kno.,,,ing that you had only 

one chance out of 20 of being chosen? 

It seems to me that we want to encourage as many people as 

possible to be, or to become, master teachers. If only 5% are 

eligible, I am afraid that very few people will be motivated to try to 

attain the position. They are likely to feel that the chances of 

getting there are very slim, and they will be correct. '!his 5% limit 

should be raised to a more realistic level, one Which will rotivate 

rrore people to aspire to master teacher status. 

This leads me to a secona and related point. I am concerned 

that we are saying that we have just master teachers, on one hana, and 

non-master teachers on the other the excellent and the 

non-excellent. There are many rore grades of human perfonnance than 
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simply outstanding and not outstanding. College professors, for 

example, have three levels: assistant professors, associate 

professors, and full professors. Students are graded at five levels: 

A, B, C, D, and F. Even professional baseball players have a whole 

system of rankings in the minor leagues before they can reach the 

majors. Actors am dancers play in road canpanies, or off-Broadway, or 

in regional theaters before they reach Broadway, Lincoln Center, or 

Carnegie Hall. 

The point I am trying to make here is that I think we should 

have IIK>re than a simple two-level system. Beginning teachers who work 

hard and do well should have their performance recognized and 

encouraged r:ry promotion to some sort of intermediate status before they 

make that great effort to be designated a master teacher. 

Studies of IIK>tivated aoo successful people shON that they 
oecane successful by taking measured steps. It is the person who takes 

a series of planned and thought-out steps towara a goal who is IIK>St 

likely to achieve it. People who try to make great leaps fail nuch 

IIK>re often than they succeed. 

In order to have the rrost successful education system we can, 

we want to have as many master teachers as we can, or at least people 

who are striving to be master teachers. It seems to me that one way to 

do this is to have a couple of steps along the way, so people cton' t 

have to go for all or nothing at all. 

The master teacher people in Tennessee see this; they have 

established a three-step system. In Charlotte-Mecklenberg, North 

Carolina they have a five-step system. I react in a recent issue of 

F.ducation Week that approximately 90% of Tennessee's teachers and 

administrators have applied to be part of their plan. HON does this 

OOlpare with the less than overwhelming response to our State's first 

atterrpt in this vein? 

I would therefore earnestly suggest that the planners of our 

State's master teacher program think seriously about adding rrore levels 

to the program and increasing the percentage of people who will be 

eligible so that many more people can be involved in the program. If 

we make it a totally elitist program, which I am afraid it appears to 
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be at this point, the large numbers of people who desire to become 

comnitted to its laudable goals will simply opt out. 

Third, and last, I would like to point out one other item for 

further consideration. It seems to me that master teachers ought to 

have sane time away fran teaching responsibilities during the school 

day in order to help other teachers in an effective manner. We want 

master teachers to help other teachers, and it is important that they 

do so. How can they do this, however, if they are to be with students 

all of the time? 

I am not suggestiD;J here that master teachers be renovea fran 

the classroom totally; that would be a big mistake and defeat the 

program's intent. What I am saying is that if we want master teachers 

to help other teachers, the best time for them to do this is when the 

other teachers are actually in their classroans teaching. This wey the 

master teachers can see them in action. Take, for exanple, an athletic 

coach; he or she can help his or her athletes best by ooserving tnem in 

action and showing and encouraging them to improve their performance. 

If coaches were allowed only to have their athletes watch them perform, 

the athletes would never gain the insight of how to improve their 

technique while practicing it. It is like a dance instructor showing 

his or her students how to do a step and then leaving the room, never 

to see the students actually dance until the end-of-the-year recital. 

So yes, master teachers should not be taken away fran 

teaching students, but if we want to gain the maximum benefits fran 

their mastery of their profession, they should be able to work with 

other teachers for at least sane part of the school day. 

I wish to close by thanking the Carmittee for offering me the 

opportunity to speak. I am confident that we have a very good idea 

here, one which, given the proper structure and support, can have a 

meaningful impact on the level of educational performance in our 

State. 

I know the Carmittee will give due consideration to all the 

ideas offered in these hearings, and I hope they will cane forward with 

a really solid piece of legislation. Thank you again. 
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ASSEMBLYWCW\N GARVIN: Thank you, Mr. Lerman. It is a treat 

for us because very seldan do we hear fran Newark and Trenton. I 

consider your testiroc>ny very important. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: And well done too. 

ASSEMBLY\\OMAN GARVIN: And well done. 

MR. LERMAN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBL~ Gl\RVIN: Do you _have any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: I have one question. Mr. Lerman, you 

brought up a fact that if the Governor pickeci out 5% of the oest 

legislators. You know, Cary Edwards spoke here originally-

ASSEMBLYvll-1AN GARVIN: It would be just the three of us. 

(laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Yes. I consider these two and 11¥self 

superior legislators. (laughter) But Cary Edwards brought up a point; 

he said that he was chosen one of the ten best legislators one year. 

Remember when he said that initially? I wasn't there then. But this 

year, one on our side of the aisle, Pat Schuber, was singled out as 

being Legislator of the Year. Now, was I jealous of that? No, I 

wasn't. But you know what? I am going to try harder to saneday be a 

Legislator of the Year. Even if it is fran 11¥ own family, I will try 

be to a Legislator of the Year. I think you are selling other teachers 

short try saying that they are going to say "We are jealous; we are not 

going to do anything nore. They are the elitists." As for me, and 

maybe it is just me, out I am going to work harder to becane a good 

legislator. I am only in 11¥ second term. But I am going to work 

harder to be chosen that - maybe someday. I would hope that would oe 

the incentive this bill would give to the teachers. 

I just want to say, in closing, that your remarks are very 

well taken. I like people who get right to the point. You gave us 

the good points and you gave us the bed points. I can certainly relate 

to sane points you made about the bill not being all what it should 

be. 

MR. LERMAN: In responding to what you said, Assemblyman 

Palaia, I think, first of all, simply try virtue of being a person who 

occupies elective office, you may have sane different qualities fran 
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folks who do not aspire to elective office. I thiM, generally 

speaking, folks who live the puolic life are those who are extremely 

and exceptionally well rrotivated. If you had to look at the question 

of motivation, I think you would find that folks who aspire to puolic 

service have a great deal of rrotivation. 

It strikes m? in reading the underlining information wnich 

justifies the introduction of the bill -- the introductory language of 

the bill aoo the introductory language of the Canmission' s report -

that one of the key things we are focusing on here is notivation and 

the attempt to motivate as many people as possible to be excellent. 

ASSBMBLYMAN PALAIA: Yes. 

MR. LERMAN: It is one thing to talk abOut the Teacher of the 

Year or the Legislator of the Year. We know these are token awards. 

Not to minimize them, by calling them token awards, but we kn0,,,1 that 

only one person in New Jersey can be the Teacher of the Year. In any 

district or any school, there is only one person. We recognize that. 

We encourage our friends, and we may discourage our enemies, out if we 

aspire to that, we kn0,,,1 that only one person can be chosen. 

I don't think we want to put ourselves in the position of 

saying to teachers that we want to recognize excellence as a token 

gesture. I don't m?an to go against the remarks that you made, but I 

know you offered them in a kind of hl.lflOrous as well as a serious vein. 

But I want to take the serious side of it because I think it is 

serious. It is easy to play verbal gam?s witn things like this. But, 

we are talking about something that is very serious. We have a pilot 

for an idea which, if it works well, is going to be extenaed to the 
entire State of New Jersey, and is going to impact on a very sizable 

nurnoer of people. 

I think that if we want this idea to be extended, it is 

important that the pilot be successful. What I am trying to point out, 

0\7erall, in my presentation is that when we get into questions of human 

motivation, most of us operate in groups rather than as individuals. 

When we look at the study of group behavior and try to isolate very 

small numbers of people in groups, we find they operate independently. 

One of the things which we are trying to do is to get people to work 
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together. One of the best parts of this draft legislation has been the 

part whicn causes people to worK together. I think we want to prarote 

that as much as possible. 

I am not arguing for 75~ master teachers or 100~ master 

teacners, but if we take a careful look at it, we will come to a 

reasonable threshola figure. Again, this is one of the reasons why I 

prc:p:>se rrore levels. If you have sane people at a beginning level, 

sane people at an intennediate level, arrl sane people at an ultimate 

level, you have an opportunity for folks to rrove through the career 

progression tnat we would really li.l{e. we want peOJ?le who are teachers 

to gro.v. In fact, my graduate alma mater, Kean College, has a rrotto: 

Those who dare to teacn must never cease to learn. we want that to 

happen, but if we put closing points on things, if we say, "Okay, 5~ of 

the people," then once this 5% is selected, there will be no roan for 

other people to rrove into this status, unless saneone dies or retires 

or something like that. 

We are not allowing for progression. We are opening a gate 

for a few minutes and letting some chosen people through, perhaps well 

dlosen people, but chosen nonetheless, and then we are closing that 

gate and we are saying, "OKay, that is it for now. For these three 

years, this 5% of the people in five districts will get their 

recognition, and any of the rest of you who aspire to this status are 

just going to have to wait until the next time." I think we can do 

better than that. 

testi.Jrony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Thank you. 

ASSEl"1BL~ GARVIN: Thank you for your marvelous 

Mr. White? 

MR. WHITE: Dr. Harry Jaroslow, I understand, is not here. 

Russell Stanley, President of the New Jersey Principals and 

Supervisors Association. (not present) 

Edward Watts, Principal, George Washington School, Ridgewood, 

and Governor's Commission on ~laster Teachers: 

J!DiABD li\TTS: I was going to say "Good rrorning," but it is the 

afternoon. Mrs. Garvin and members of the Assembly Education 
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Canmittee, I am Edward watts, Principal of the George Washington Junior 

High School in Ridgewood, past President of the New Jersey Principals 

and Supervisors Association, and a member of the Governor's Conmission 

on Master Teachers. Thank you for the opportunity to address you very 
briefly tooay on Assembly Bill 2170, which establishes the master 
teacher pilot program. 

I am here tooay, in essence, to offer my unqualified support 

for your bill establishing the "Master '1-eacher Pilot Program Act." In 

the spring of 1983, Governor Kean outlined his blueprint for education 

refonn for New Jersey; in that package, he introouced the concept of 
the master teacher. The need for this program has increased 

significantly since that time. Many states have noved ahead 
irrplementing similar programs, sane of which are in operation this 

year. None of these programs are as soundly based as the New Jersey 
pilot program as outlined in your bill. 

The program you propose is a rrodest pilot project from which 

we will learn nuch for future pennanent programs that I envision will 

encanpass every school district in the State. The program endeavors to 

recognize superior teachers, give them appropriate status in the 

COfllllunity and with their colleagues, and at the same tine keep tnern in 

the classroan with stuaents. The program is based on strong collegial 

relationships, and it places the master teacher at the core of 
professional staff development. Research supports the notion that the 

nost effective staff development occurs with activities at the building 
level. This program emphasizes building level staff development in 

which the master teacher plans a vital role with other staff members, 
supervisors, and administrators in serving as a change-agent for other 

professionals. This is clearly a teacher-oriented program designed to 

inprove instruction with the classroan teacher as the central theme. 

I applaud the emphasis given in your proposal to teadler 
involvement in the developnent of the program and in the master teacher 

process. For indeed, without teacher support arx:I participation, this 

and other similar programs would have little chance of success. 

I do notice, however, the absence of a requirement that the 
local teacher units approve the plan before the districts may apply for 
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participation. This requirement is included in the Governor's 

Corrmission Report. I want to canrrend the sponsors of this bill for not 

including that requirement. I differ here with the majority of my 

Ccmnission members on this point. For while it is essential that 

teachers be included in the planning of the program and the selection 

of the master teachers, no one group - teachers, supervisors, or 

administrators -- should be required to give their approval for the 

initiation of such a program. The responsibility for initiating a 

master teacher program oelongs solely with the local board of 

education. 

Again, I think this may be only an academic point, but I do 

want to make it at this time - this is what hearings are all about 

because, in fact, the initial selection process is under way. But 

there are other years, and there are other things to be done, and I do 

want to make that point. 

I would have preferred that the program allow for the 

recognition of more than 5% of the local teaching staff, for sanewhat 

different reasons than the speaker mentioned, but, indeed, along 

sanewhat the same lines. But for the small number of districts which 

will be selected for the pilot phase of the program, it is adequate to 

test the concept. It is this feature, though, that has prevented some 

districts fran applying for the initial pilot stage. It is my hope 

that during the pilot period of the program you will see fit to 

increase the percentage of teachers eligible for recognition and to 

increase the number of districts participating in the program. 

For the past year and a half, I have hc:K'i the opportunity to 
consult with many of my colleagues in the country - at conferences, 

seminars, and forums - and to share with them the New Jersey 

initiatives for educational excellence and, in particular, the master 

teacher program concept. This program has been received by most of my 

colleagues with high praise and with the prediction that it stands a 

better chance of success than any similar program introduced in other 

states. It is viewed in this positive manner because the program was 

developed with the input of the entire New Jersey educational 

ccmnunity, with a focus on teacher recognition and professional 
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inprovement, and with the initial phase designed as a nodest pilot 

project instead of a Statewide mandate. 
During the next 110nth you will be under considerable pressure 

to m:>dify the essential elements of this bill or, in fact, to withdraw 

entirely. I urge you to stay your course. New Jersey needs this 

program as one of many efforts that must be made to keep our superior 
teachers in the classroan and in our profession and to help raise the 

status of teaching in the minds of our bright young high school and 

oollege students so they are encouraged to enter the profession. 

Again, I thank you for allowing ne to present JI¥ position m 
your Assembly Bill 2170, and I certainly would entertain any question 
or comnents you might have. 

ASSEMBLY\OtAN GARVIN: 

could answer this question: 
applying? 

Thank you, Mr. watts. Perhaps you 

Why aid we have only 11 districts 

MR. WATI'S: At this point it is nine. 

ASSEMBL~ ~IN: Nine? 
MR. WA.TI'S: Initially there were 11; actually there are nine 

eligible now, fran what I understand. Why do we have only nine? 

ASSEMBLYv0'1AN GARVIN: Is there something about those 

districts--
MR. WATI'S: ( interrupting) I might also say that I come fran 

the county which has the largest number of school children -- Bergen 

County. There is not one school in Bergen eligible in the initial 

phase or whose application was appropriately filed. My concern is 

that- I would address the fact that the initial application procedure 
has caused sane of the divisiveness that we were trying to avoid in the 

process of selecting a master teacher. In fact, sane of the units, 

sane of the elements, and sane of the groups involved were not too 

anxious to approve the concept. That was part of JI¥ duress in the 
middle of JI¥ testiIIOny. I feel that was a serious mistake. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: May I pursue that question? 

ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: Yes, because what I think the 

Ccmnittee is going to need in its further delioeration on this bill is 

an identification of the problem areas. Is it the board or is it the 

teachers or is it nurses who were excluded? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: I will give you what is, to me, the 

answer that maybe Cary Edwards and Dr. Piatt didn't address. The WEA 

- and I will say this on record--

ASS.l::MBLY\'lMAN GARVIN: Ol yes, because I don't knc,.,,. 

~SEMBLYMAN PALAIA: The NJEA came out rather early in 

opposition to the bill. In fact, I have their literature here saying 

they are opposed to A-2170. If the parent group -- the NJEA -- is 

going to filter down to all the local organizations that we, as the 

NJEA, are opposed to A-2170, what do you think the local groups are 

going to say? Do you really believe that they are goiD:3 to rebuff the 

NJEA? I was not resentful, but I was concerned about it because, as 

you JmCM, we are a fair committee. You hit it on the head when you 

said we are nonpartisan here, and that is why we are having public 

hearings. I would have appreciated it if they had waited until we had 

these hearings, and had then cane out and said, "The NJEA is 

unalterably opposed to A-2170 for the follCMiD:3 reasons ••• " sare of 

which we have heard today fran the speakers. I just feel they were 

rather premature in their opposition to the bill when actually we are 

trying to meet their needs, find out what the concerns are, and then 

put them into the oill. In fact, I have the amendments they have 

proposed, many of which I feel should be part of the bill. 

And I didn't agree with you, in reference to the fact that 

teachers should not have a sign-off on it~ I really believe they should 

have a sign-off if they don't want to participate. I really believe 

that was the idea behind all of this: not to have the divisiveness. 

There have been pros and cons for that. I believe that if they don't 

want to sign-on to the bill, then I don't think it should apply in that 

particular district. 

MR. WA'ITS: I probably have rrore synpathy for that aspect of 

it in its early pilot stage, but, at sane point, we can't have this 

option. Principals can't have the option, my group can't have the 

option, and other groups can't have that option. So, that is my basic 

concern. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: But that is down the road. That is what 

a pilot study is all about - to find out if those proolems are real or 
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not real. If they are real, then maybe it shouldn't apply after three 

years. 

ASSEMBLYr0-1AN GARVIN: I just have a question for you as a 

Carmission member. I asked it before, but I think that person has 

left. I am concerned about the selection process. I haven't seen it 

in the bill, but, when they nominate a teacher, will there be 

affirmative action clauses? Let's face it: the men are 

administrators, wanen are the teachers, blacks came in after that, and 

we now have Hispanics and Haitians caning in. I am not "WOrried about 

an elitist system as mucn as I am of a system that would have a 

selection process that ends up being discriminatory. Did the 

Ccmnission, in this report, deal with that issue? I think we have to 

be very sensitive to representation, if you will, of all eligible 

people in a district. otherwise, as gcxx:I as our intentions are - and 

I am a co-sponsor of this bill; I support it -- we don't want to create 

problems in what we think is an innovative process. Did the Ccmnission 

deal with that? And if not, my question will have to be dealt with in 

the legislative process. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Through amendment. 

ASSEM8L'Yvo-1AN GARVIN: Through amendment. 

MR. WATI'S: The Ccmnission did deal with that, but they did 

not spend a great deal of time on that. There was unanimity, of 

course, on the subject. And yes, it was not written in, in an 

aggressive manner, in the Comnission Report. I would agree with yoo 

that it should be written in the legislative process in an open, 

aggressive manner. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: I just don't think it was spelled out. 

MR. WA.TI'S: You are absolutely right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: I think that is one of those lines or 

t'WO that we have to add to a bill, as the Carmittee substitutes 

different language. 

MR. WA'l'I'S: I am sure that the total Canmission woula agree 

with that point of view. I 'WOuld venture to speak for them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MAZUR: I would like to ask a question. 

ASSEMBLY\OlAN GARVIN: Assemblyman Mazur. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN MAZUR: Regarding the sanple, the nine 

ccmnunities that are being encouraged or financed to do the pilot 

project, do you think this is a very successful response to the 

invitation? As a member of the Ccmnission, to what degree is this 

5c11ple biased? I assume you are using sane scientific basis for your 

experiment where you pre- and post-test and have control and 

experimental groups? '!his would be an experimental group, but what 

elements of randan selection have been usea here? tlave you lCX>ked to 

see if there is sane bias that has becane bJilt into the experimental 

selection because you have just invited anyoody in the door? 
MR. WA'l"I'S: I can only address your earlier question oecause 

I am not a member of the selection ccmnittee of the Ccmnission; only 

half the Corrmission, or sane six or seven irernbers, have been asked to 

serve on a selection carmittee. In fact, I don't even know the names 

of the districts that are now eligible, so I really can't ccmnent on 

whether or not we are going to get a good balance in the project. I 

will say that probably all the Comnission members are sanewhat 

disappointed with the numbers which finally were permitted or were 

eligible for application. I can't even reflect on how many urban, 

suburban, or rural districts we have. I hope, again, the selection 

group will lCX>k for sane sort of spread, so, in fact, the experiment 

tells us something. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MAZUR: And whether or not the salary scales in 

that particular district are all very high or very low? 

MR. WATI'S: Also, it was our original intent that, in the 

final selection, we look for innovative ways in which the master 

teacher oould oe used so that sane districts would use them differently 

than other districts; thus, we might learn fran the use of the master 

teacher during that phase. I hope that kind of inno\7ative approach of 

the use of a master teacher is reflected in the final five that are 

selected fran the nine. 

Regarding your first question, I think there was sane 

disappointment there. Undoubtedly, it cuts down on, or diminishes, the 

opportunity for a wider selection of districts in the initial phase of 

the experiment. 
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ASSEMBLY\\UMAN GARVIN: There are no m::>re questions. Tnank 

you very much for your corrrnents. 

MR. WATI'S: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: It was nice seeing you. 

MR. WATI'S: It was nice seeing you again. 

ASSEMBL~ GARVIN: Mr. White. 

MR. vJHITE: Donald Tarr, teacher, Little Falls, New Jersey: 

DC6AID TARR: Good afternoon. I am Donald Tarr, a middle-school social 

studies teacher in Little Falls Township, Passaic County. I am also 

the Chairman of the NJEA Hearing Canmittee. I am a member of the NJEA 

working Conditions Canmittee. I would like to begin by thanking you 

for providing me with the opportunity to share my views concerning this 
proposed legislation. 

Al though I am completely q:,posed to the concept of master 

teacher plans in general, for the purpose of brevity, I will limit my 

remarks to a limitea portion of the proposed legislation. M'J initial 

concerns lie with the evaluative process as its relates to the 

selection by the selection ccmnittee, as far as master teachers are 

concerned within the district. I understand that Dr. Piatt nas stated 

that under no circumstances will the teachers be disallowea fran this 

process. But, apparently, in drafting the bill, there is no notation 

that teachers thenselves will select the teachers who are going to be 

represented on the canmittee. There is no notation of the fact that 

the local association has the sign-ofr on this rignt. 

As a local association activist, I ask myself these 

questions: Does the local association president, who has gone 

head-tcrhead with the school board and administration on countless 

occasions, stand the sane chance of being selected for master teacher 

recognition as a relative of a bOard member? Does the grievance 

chairperson, whose role demands an alJroSt constant adversarial 

relationship with the local administration, receive the same fair, 

inpartial, ana unoiased evaluation as an individual who has never 

disagreed with the administration? Does a negotiations chairperson who 

led tne district's first strike truly receive a fair shaJCe in this 

process? In many instances around the State, the answer to tnose 
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questions would be a resounding no! In those districts, the selection 

of so-called master teachers woulci be nothing rrore tnan p:,pulari t::J 

contests for those teachers who have made a career of nurturing 

friendships or p:,litical ties within their districts. 
I have further concerns regarding this bill's failure to 

include a local sign-off provision, whereby tne local teacher unit 

<nJld refuse to participate in this plan. If this is not included, it 
will be p:,ssible for districts to adopt master teacher programs without 

drawing up:,n the expertise of those individuals the plan is 

theoretically designed to help. Who oetter knows if a plan would worK 
than those teachers who deal with the everyday education process in the 
district? or. Piatt has previously stated that this couldn't happen. 

Ladies and gentlemen, it is happening, and it is happening right now. 

In rvionrrouth County, a master teacher J:>rograrn is being implemented 
against the wishes of its teachers without approval at this very ttne. 

And next week, ladies and gentlemen, you will have the opportunity to 
hear from leaders of that association. 

I have oeen actively involved with association activities on 

the national, State, county, and local levels for a number of years. 

Throughout that period, I have hcKi the opportunit:y to visit aoo speak 

with thousands of leaders in the education field, not only in New 

Jersey, but also around the country. These discussions offer, in terms 
of master teacher, merit pay, and almost without exception, the 

reactions are completely negative. When the objections were voiced tJj 

a teacher from Tennessee, where the proposal was sent back to a 
legislative comnittee for further study due to its many proolerns, or 
California, where the legislature refused to fund the second year of 
their master teacher plan, the restriction was always the same: master 

teacher plans don't work. 
Whether master teacher programs or not, the answers to the 

problems facing education today are not within mt venue to discuss 

today. Every study comnission has concluaed that all teachers are 

poorly paid in comparison with other professions. How can we 

realistically consider paying increases for a few wnen so man:.r in our 

profession are making so little? 
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Ladies and gentlemen, there have been a number of points made 

by the various speakers today, and I would like to address sare of 

those if you would give rre the opi;:,ortunity. 

Assernolyman Palaia, it has always oeen our oelief at NJEA 

that you are a friend of education, and therefore it is placing m: in 

an unfamiliar position-

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: (interrupting) I've been endorsed twice 

now. (laughter) 

MR. TARR: (continuing) -attaC1<ing one of your bills. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: That is no problem. Don't worry about 

that. 

MR. TARR: There are obviously sone concerns we have, and I 

would like to bring them to you because, apparently, there has been 

sane sort of lack of ccmnunication, possioly between our organization 

and yourself. '!here has oeen opposition to this oill, but it has not 

occurred in a vacuum. I am a member of tne working Conai tions 

Coornittee which led the opposition to the bill. We have on that 

carrnittee representatives of nearly county in the State. we have 

exhaustively studied master teacher, merit pay, aifferentiated staffing 

- acceptea plans by any name you can possibly concluae. Our 

conclusion is that they don't worK, they are divisive, they are 

counterproductive, aoo any benefits which they would produce would be 

far outweighed by the debili tative effects upon global organizations 

and, most importantly, the chilaren. 

There was a statement made today that associations are 

sornehc:M different from teachers. I get the impression that the 

association is here and the teachers are there. That is totally, 

canpletely unfounded. I, as a local leader, owe my position to my 

constituency. If I do not support their beliefs, I do not remain a 

local leaaer. As a local and elected leader within the State 

organization, the same applies. If I do not represent that State and 

the wishes of the vast majority of its eaucators, then I will not be 

re-elected. 

There was a statement made that policy fron-1 NJEA filters 

dc:Mn. The entire reversal of that is the case. Policy filters up 
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through our governance system, fran the local organizations to the 

county organization, to the State organization. The little member back 

in the classroan runs WEA - not the president, not the executive 

director, and not any one single person. 

Listen to me vecy carefully with this one: WEA, its working 

Conditions Carmi ttee and the Delegate Assembly, discussed this at 

length. They are unalterably c.pposed to it. 

I have a question I would like to ask the Canmittee. Dr. 

Palaia stated that this program was exhaustively reviewed, exhaustively 

studied, and that they decided to carefully pilot the program. If we 

are, in essence, carefully piloting this program, why do we need a 

bill? It gives the impression that we are doing oore than just 

piloting the pr03ram. Nine districts have approved this or are 

implementing this pr03ram; 580 are not. NJEA didn't tell those people, 

"Don't do it." They don't want it; teachers don't want it. 

Ladies arrl gentlemen, I have a chief negotiator in my local 

this year. One of the proposals of the board was sanething vecy 

similar to a master teacher pro;ram. It was their intent to ram it 

dOtm our throats. On that issue we would have probably hit the brides 

just about as fast as if our salacy guide were cut in half. 

Make no mistake about it. WEA is not telling these people, 

"You don't want it." NJEA doesn't have to tell them, "You don't want 

it." They don't want it. Matawan doesn't want it, Monnouth County 

doesn't want, and we don't want it. 

I would be vecy happy to answer any questions you might 

have. 

ASSEMBL~~ GARVIN: Okay. '!hank you for your coourents. I 

guess we will have an exciting hearing in Morurouth County. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN PAIAIA: You are coming to my heme terri tocy. 

Let me just say sanething to Don. 

Don, I really don't take any exception at all, seriously, 

with people such as Joyce arrl all the rest who have cane here; I really 

don't, because I am a member of the NJEA. I always have been and I 

always will be; I am part of the, obviously, retired NJEA people right 

now. I .know what it represents. I have no qualms with you people 
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caning and telling ne. Don't think for one second that just because 

you have endorsed me two times, all of a sudden no.v I have my back up. 

That is not the way real politicians should work. They really 

shouldn't. These are constructive criticisms. I say, fine, bri!'B them 

on, and we will see what we can do. 

The only qualm I have is that a lot of times with teachers, 

it is either "this way," or "that way," and there is no in-between. 

That oothers me, because I am ready to make amendments to this bill. I 

am ready to make exceptions to the bill. I am just trying to meet you 

halfway. In fact, I have already gotten the reccmnendations of the 

WEA -- the amendments, many of which, I' 11 say 90% of which, I would 

agree to. But, that is what the hearings are about. But, please, 

don't feel I take exception. I don't, Don, not at all. You made an 

excellent presentatio. I have taken notes on them and I kno.v where you 

are a:>rning fran. 

MR. TARR: ThanK you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: You are welcome. 

ASSEMBL'YvO-lAN GARVIN: All right. Those are all the people 

we have on the list. 

MR. WHITE: I'm sorry, James Clark, Assistant Superintendent 

of Hopatcong, is on the list. Mr. Clark: 

ASSJ:;MBL~ GARVIN: All right. Mr. James Clark, please 

come up to the microphone. While he is coming up, if there is anyone 

else who cares to testify, who was not on the list, woula you please 

let us kno.v. (no response) Okay, very good. I assume this will be 

the last person to testify. Thank you. 

JAl&S ClARK: Assemblywanan Garvin, Assemblyman Palaia, and 

Assemblyman Mazur, I want to thank you for granting me the opportunity 

to address the Assembly Education Carmi ttee at this pUbl ic heari!'B on. 

the matter of Assembly Bill 2170, which deals, of course, with the 

master teacher pilot program in the State of New Jersey. 

As was indicated, my name is Jim Clark. I am employed as 

Assistant Superintendent of Schools, and I also serve as Board 

Secretary for the c:anmuni ty of Hopatcong Borough School District in 

Sussex County. I am extremely honored to share my thoughts with the 
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members of the Conmittee and the public who are present today regarding 

this Assembly bill. I am here to express my strong support for passage 
of this bill in its current form. 

As a designed representative of the New Jersey Association of 

School Business Officials, I was appointed to serve on the Governor's 

Canmission on Master Teachers. I am also on the ccmnittee whidl will 

be selecting the five districts that will be chosen to implement the 

pilot project. The 15-member Canmission, appointed b'j the Governor, 

met on numerous occasions to prepare its final report and 

reccmnendations, which were suanitted to the Governor for his review. 

The final report reflected, we believe, an organizational design and an 

operational plan that embraced the collective determinations of the 

carmittee members as they ooved through various stages of very intense 

interaction and debate, which tod{ place for many weeks, aoo culminated 

in the developnent of our final canprehensive report and 
reccmnendations. 

It has been stated a nl.lltlber of times b'j sane of the canmittee 

members that of paraoount importance to our canmission was the need to 

develop a creative, 'NOrkable plan that 'NOuld receive the support of the 

educational ccmnunities in New Jersey. It is reassuring to me, as a 

member of the Governor's Canmission, to see the initiative taken b'j 

this legislation, which embraces the findings of the Canmission to the 
extent and s_pecificity that will elevate the canmission's 
recamnendations to a statutory level, and will denonstrate a joint 

ccmmitment to recognizing outstanding teachers in the State of New 

Jersey by l::x::>th the educational aoo legislative cannunities. 
Assembly Bill 2170, in its current form, represents a 

positive initiative on behalf of the Legislature to address the need to 

attract and retain the oost able individuals to the profession of 
teaching and to encourage the very best teachers to share their 

knowledge and expertise with their colleagues in order to improve 

public education in the State of New Jersey. This is a pilot program, 

and it is an attenpt to identify only five districts within oor State 
that may .be eligible to participate in this initiative and 5% of the 

teachers in each of those five districts who would be eligible for 

recognition as master teachers. We knC7N that. 
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Over the years, master teacher concepts have been 

controversial issues in public education. Assembly Bill 2170 

represents New Jersey's atterrpt to develop a program that will avoid 

the pitfalls of mas.ter teacher programs initiated elsewhere and to 

provide recognition for master teachers in a manner that has been 

carefully articulated, designed, arrl processed. Even though I believe 

that this plan has great p:>tential for successful inq;>lementation, I 

believe that it would be illogical, and presumptuous at best, to 

inq;>lement a master teacher program on a large, Statewide scale until 

the strengths and/or weaknesses of the pilot projects have been 

determined and until insightful, formative, and summative evaluations 

of the pilot projects have been made. 

The master teacher pilot program, as delineated in Assembly 

Bill 2170, includes strategies that will enable the master teachers to 

remain in the classrooms to the benefit of their students. It also 

provides strategies which will enable the master teachers to lend 

practical, professional assistance to other teachers and to inprove the 

districts's instructional programs. 

The master teacher pilot program, as described in Assembly 

Bill 2170, mandates that a joint commitment be made by teachers, 

administrators, and board members to cooperate within the ccmnunities 

selected as pilot districts. This joint canmitment is required in all 

phases of pilot projects, fran application through implementation and 

evaluation. Unfortunately, it is evident that such cooperation and 

joint commitment may not be p:,ssible in every district for various and 

sundry reasons, whatever they may be. Yet, the master teacher pilot 

program has, through its designed requirements of cooperation and joint 

ccmnitment, the inherent qualities necessary to facilitate success in 

those districts that are selected as pilot project sites. 

Over the recent nonths, as you kno.,.i very well, much 

discussion, debate, harmony, and discord have occurred within the 

educational ccmnuni ties in our State over the concept of creating 

sanething called a master teacher pilot program. Oftentimes the 

discussion has occurred in faculty rooms, administrative offices, and 

local board of education neeting places. Ho.,.iever, the intensity and 
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accuracy of the issues raised and "points made," if you will, have been 

tempered by or contingent upon personal preference, special interests, 
organizational platforms, and individual perspectives. 

It is my finn contention that whenever substantive change of 
any type or any fonn is proposed, people and organizations exhibit the 

propensity to reject change and to prCXIK>te the continuity of the status 

quo. Obviously, individuals and institutions with vested interests may 
believe that they have mucn to lose when a proposed change will take 

the place of what has been in effect for many years. Yet, what is 

proposed through Assembly Bill 2170, in its current form, is not 
proposed to take the place of what has been in effect for many years; 

nor is what is proposed through Assembly Bill 2170, in its current 

fonn, an attempt to ameliorate the wishes of individuals and 

institutions with vested interests. Instead, the overriding concern of 
Assembly Bill 2170, as proposed, is to provide -- and I quote frcm the 

bill -- "an additional means of attracting and maintaining outstanding 

individuals in the teaching profession and of rewarding those who 

excel," and sucn an effort " ••• is critical to the future welfare of our 
State and its citizens." I would like to reaffinn that it is an 

additional means; it is not the only means, nor was its intent to be 

the only means. 

Publicly, I would like to congratulate Assemblyman Palaia for 

the initiative he has taken through his sponsorship of Assembly Bill 

2170, and you, Assembly members, for your initiative in the 

co-sponsorship of such a bill. I strongly recommend that Assembly Bill 

2170, in its present form, be supported by the Assembly members. I 
would ask all Assembly nernbers to remember this: If we continue to do 

things in the future only in the ways we have done them in the past, 
our future may be disappointing at best and very predictive at the very 

least. 
If we fail to give a proposed master teacher pilot program a 

chance to work, the resultant dilemna is that we will never know if the 

proposed plan is a viable one or not. Perhaps sane special interest 

groups would suggest, and some individuals would suggest, that sucn a 

dilemma would not be so bad. However, I believe that the general 
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public sentiment, as reflected in numerous documents such as the Nation 

at Risk and the Boyer Report, just to rrention a couple, woula oppc,se 

the creation of such a dilemma. Moreover, public sentiment continues 

to proroc>te innovative efforts to encourage highly capable college 

graduates to enter and to remain in the teaching profession. Public 

sentiment also prarotes initiatives that provide incentives for master 

teachers -- outstanding teachers -- to receive both recognition and 

remuneration for their efforts. 

Since I was told that this is a bipartisan Corrmi ttee, I am 

going to quote someone named Abraham Lincoln. Abraham Lincoln once 

said, "With public sentiment nothing can fail, without it nothing can 

succeed," and so it does go in the world of education. I, however, 

believe that public sentiment is clearly reflected in the proposed 

master teacher plan as explicatea in Assembly Bill 2170. I encourage 

you, as Assembly Comnittee persons, and all the Assembly persons in the 

State of New Jersey, to endorse its implerrentation. 

I do want to thank you for inviting rre. I did enjoy the wait 

for a couple of hours because it did give rre a lot of opportunity to 

listen to sane of the canments, both positive and negative. I really 

didn't hear anything new today. I really didn't. I heard mum of the 

same. we met; we had 15 members of very aiverse backgrounas, and we 

carre up with a workaole plan. I have heard sane people say that people 

are excluded; well, they are not. '!be word "generic" is an 

all-enc:ornpassing word, just like in "generic drug." Generic job 

description includes all of those people. We found it very important 

to include the eligibility of the librarians, the nurses, the learning 

consultants, the social workers, and the psychologists. All of those 

persons were included under the generic job description of teacher. 

One of the previous speakers was asked a question; I think, 

Assemblyman Mazur, you asked the question. The question was: Why did 

we have such a small response? We only have nCM, ultimately, nine 

proposals to deal with. Do you knCM why? It was a very, very 

difficult process. Number one, it required a cnnmitment fran three 

diverse groups of people. HCMever, that diversification when melded 
together, will fonn an excellent proposal. 
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Just like in RFP [Request for Permission] -- we have 590+ 

districts in the State of New Jersey. Do you kno.v what our goal was? 

A 10% response. we would have liked to have seen 50 to 60 resp:mses of 

proposals. Well, we received ten, or actually ni-ne, that were 

eligible. I think, in light of a lot of the discussion, the debate, 

the harnony, and the discord I alluded to, that is pretty good. I 

cx:mnend the districts for the fact that they have taken the initiative 

because those 10 districts stand pretty tall; they are very special 

districts. It is very, very terrific that, with all of the pressures 

fran all of the different people aoo all of the different perspectives, 

we received 10. I would like to a:xmnend all 10 of those districts for 

the process of application. I think it is a 11ard joo, and we knew it 

was going to be hard. I think we have the basis here for a g<X>d 

program. I think your efforts to lift it to a statutory level is 

canmendaole, and I thank you for inviting me today. 

ASSEMBLYWJMAN GARVIN: Tharuc you. That is it. I would 1 ike 

to thank all of you who have attended this hearing today. I hcpe I 

don't see you in Monrrouth County because I guess I will have my own 

constituency--

ASSi::11BLYMAN PALAIA: You will have a large turnout. 

Okay. See you then. 

(BFARIN'.i CXKUJIED) 
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I am speaking today as a member of the Governor's Commission on Master 

Teachers. As you are aware, the Governor's Commission reflected representation 

from all the major educational organizations in New Jersey, as well as key rep

resentation from the private sector. This is important to note, since a rather 

diverse group, with many differing views, was able to reach consensus and sub

mit a pilot model to the Governor that had the support of the entire Commission. 

The work of the Commission resembled the legislative process in many ways. 

There were major differences and points of view that had to be considered and 

resolved. There was a clear understanding that the final proposal would not 

reflect any one point of view, but would be a plan that all Commission members 

could support. ·Finally, the Commission understood that the final plan needed . 
to gain the support M the Governor, Legislature, educational groups and the 

public at large. 

I believe we have succeeded beyond my fondest hopes. My belief is based 

on the process that was used in the development of the pilot Master Teacher 

Program. The process included six months of meetings, which was motivated by 

the recognition that there is a critical need to attract and keep outstanding 

teachers. There was agreement that money was very important, but that recog

nition, status and incentives were equally important. 

It was during this period of time when all the reasons why Master Teacher, 

or similar plans, would not succeed were eloquently and dramatically brought to 

the attention of the Commission by the leadership of both N.J.E.A. and A.F.T., 

both of whom were represented on the Commission. These objections became 

extremely valuable to the process, since it caused the entire Commission to 

focus on what would it take to make the plan creditable and likely to be 

supported by all. 
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Traditional objections to similar plans included the following: 

1. Teachers would not have a significant role in the selection 

process. 

2. The plan would be another form of merit pay. 

3. School Boards and Superintendents would apply for the pilot 

program, despite lack of support from the teacher organization, 

4. There won't be a fair and comprehensive evaluation of the pilot 

project. 

These objections, as well as others that were raised, became the challenge 

to the Commission. The final implementation plan for New Jersey's Pilot Master 

Teacher Program was carefully crafted to avoid the objections and still maintain 

the integrity of the program. 

A2170 deserves your consideration and support, because this bill reflects 

and includes the balance that was vital to achieve the entire support of the 

Commission. This bill recognizes that controversial concepts, su·ch as a 

Master Teacher Program, need to avoid common pitfalls, yet provide the recog

nition that outstanding teachers deserve. A2170 supports a pilot program that 

deserves the opportunity to see the light of day. I urge your support of chis 

bill, 


